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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky,

Thursday, November 2, 1961
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The other day I came across a
real human interest story and at
the same time learned something
that I shall store in my warehouse
of memories. The human interest
story is about the Meacham family
and my memory comes from a
good deed young Jimmy Meacham
did for me last summer.
t"
Did you know that for the five
years before Jimmy's death in an
automobile accident recently he
was the custodian of the American
Legion's flag in Fairview Cemetery? I didn't know it and I wonder how many of us did. Jimmy
would go out there every morning
bright and early and raise the flag
and each afternoon at dusk he
lowered the flag and kept it in a
safe place for the night. Jimmy
was paid the small sum of five
dollars a month for this task, but
I have an idea that Jimmy didn't
think of the money at all. He enjoyed the job, perhaps more than
we will know.
Shortly after Jimmy's death his
father James went_ out and performed the task and there's little
comment I can make on what it
meant to James to perform that
duty. But do you know that the
flag responsibility is still in the
Meacham family for now little
nine-year old Kathy goes out each
morning and afternoon for the
same sentimental journey that
Jimmy performed for so many
years. Fact is, Jimmy was just a
little older than Kathy is right
now when he assumed the duties.
The flag pole was erected by the
local American Legion post in
memory of the soldiers who gave
their lives for their country during World War II.
And now for my cherished memory about Jimmy. You know he
was an ardent amateur radio operator. He had a tremendous
amount of radio equipment in his
shop and just loved to put on his
ear phones and visit with other
"ham" operators all over the
country. Jimmy's father told me
the other day that when I was
en route home from California
last year by automobile, highway
departments in several States were
on the alert for my car to give
me the sad news that my father
had passed away. Mary Jo, Mary
- Nelle Wright and Louise Killebrew and I had planned to go by
Colorado Springs and visit with R.
Paul who was at the National Boy
Scout Jamboree.

Jimmy was awfully disappointed that I didn't know until last
week the wonderful thing he had
done for me and my family. I
think he must have known that I
would be forever grateful, because he was just that knid of a
boy, getting pleasure for doing
nice things for everybody he
knew.

Many Witches On
Streets Halloween
There were witches and spooks
of every kind, large and small
on the streets of Fulton Halloween Night.
They were knocking on doors,
thick or treating—all very polite. There was a large group
parading up and' down Lake
Street, soaping store windows,
but apparently there was no
damage done by pranksters.
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MEMBERSHIP PROPOSED
The Student Council of South
Fulton High School has proposed
that South Fulton gain admission
to the Southern Association of
Secondary Schools.
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With this issue of the News only six days remain
before Fulton, Kentucky citizens go to the polls to decide two major issues; the selection of their city officials
for the next four years and the decision on whether or
not the City of Fulton should acquire the electrical distribution system from Kentucky Utilities.
Fulton citizens are voting for the first time to select four commissioners, a Mayor and a city judge under
the legal requirements of the city manager form of government. For the first time, too, candidates running in
all of the races have set forth their platforms and many
are making concerted campaigns: Chief reason for the
enthusiasm in the races is the intensity of the campaign
for Mayor with Nelson Tripp seeking re-election and
Gilbert DeMyer, a native-born Fultonian and a long
time businessman, his opponent.

1 Note Book}

I had called home each night on
the journey back and my last call
was from Las Vegas, Nevada. We
had hoped to get to Colorado
Springs by the next evening, but
we spent more time sight-seeing
than we anticipated, so I was not
at the destination I had hoped to
be. Do you know that Jimmy
Meacham stayed up until way
past midnight one night in contact
with other operators in that vast
land of the West to see if there
wasn't some way they could help
find my path-way home.
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DeMyer's Tax Relief Sparks Election;
Tripp 'Slate' Sees Rice-McCain,Moline
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Representative Hoyt Barnett, stooping in front with
Bert Combs were outlining in the dust last
Saturday the new lights that the Airport Board
hopes to get soon from the State Civil Aeronautics
Commission. Standing, left to right, with Lt. Governor Wilson Wyatt are members of the Airport

CrOV.

Board. They are Charles Robert Bennett, Mr. Wyatt,
Paul Wright, Board chairman, and Stanley Jones.
Other members of the board not pictured are W.
L.
Holland, Garland Merryman and Les Giddinrs. (Another photo on Page 12

New Fulton Airport Is Dedicated
On Saturday;Dignitaries Attend
Governor Bert Combs dedicated
Fulton's new airport in a ceremony attended by several hundred
people here late Saturday afternoon. The local airport was one of
nine completed in the Commonwealth of Kentucky this year and
dedicated Saturday.
The Governor and his party
flew in from Murray in a twinengine plane and were officailly
welcomed here by Mayor Nelson
Tripp and members of the Fulton
Airport Board.
Accompanying the Governer
were Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt and
other dignitaries.
Gov. Combs and Lt. Gov. Wyatt,

both emphasized that expanded air
transportation facilities are the
key to Kentucky industrial growth. Both praised the local city officials, members of the airport
board and citizens who were instrumental in getting an airstrip
for Fulton.

South Fulton
Senior Who's
Who Is Named

This week-end may see one of
the most spirited campaigns ever
witnessed in a city election.
Charges and counter charges are
expected to be hurled with many
voters taking the attitude that "it's
time for a change." Where the
axes will fall in these "changes"
is a matter to be decided on election day.

Gaining a considerable amount
of followers within the past few
weeks, Gilbert DeMyer has hit a
popular appeal with his avowal to
reduce the automobile tax from
ten dollars to five dollars and his
statement in today's paper that
he would oppose a payroll tax, if
elected. Mayor Nelson Tripp has
proposed the tax on occasions to

District Women Meet Here Wednesday

The South Fulton Seniors have
selected the representatives for the
annual Who's Who. Those selected
will be featured in the 1962 annual, "The Devilier."
Seniors elected for the Who's
Mayor Tripp presided at the
brief ceremony of dedication. Rev. Who honors are as follows: Best
J. L. Leggett gave the invocation. All-Around-Janie Taylor, Leon
Faulkner; Wittiest-Carolyn CunPhil Swift, state commissioner ningham, Carl
Lewis; Most Likeof aeronautics, spoke briefly and ly to SucceedMaro-n Williamcommended the local airport board son, Ken Bowlin;
Prettiest and
and also Joe Trees, former state Most Handsorne
-Olivia Rogers.
representative, for his part in the Alan Ellis;
Best Athletes-Sarah
project.
Cathey, Ronnie Pope; FriendliestBeverly Parchman, Jerry McIntyre; Most Feminine and Mascu- It was a gala day at the First Methodist Church in Fulton Wednesday
line-Samma Reed, Jerry Grissom; when nearly ts% 0 hundred women gathered here for the First District
Most Courteous-Brenda Brock- meeting of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs. Pictured
well, Thomas Connell; Most De- etbove (left) with a group of State leaders is Mrs. Rupert llornsby
pendable-Jenny Lou Hardy, Jim- of Hickman, who was among the many area women in attendance.
My Sturgis: Neatest-Linda Rogers Others in the photo are left to right Sirs. C. D. Morgan State PresiTwo men are being held in the federal jail at Jack- Lanny McIntyre; Best Sports- dent, Mrs. Hendon Wright. State (•bairman of Civil Defense and Mrs.
son following their arrest by Fulton police, it was re- Judy Gatewood, Wendell Wade: Ray Smith past district Governor.
Talented-Virginia Alexander,
vealed here today. The men were arrested at the request Most
Bill Griffith.

Wreck Leads To Arrest Of Two Men
By Fulton Police Wanted By FBI

of Weakley County Sheriff Harold Cooper following a
recent accident on the Martin-Sharon highway.

Being held at Jackson are John
H. Carter, 36, and Norman J. Wallace, 25, both of San Antonio,
Texas. A third man was held
briefly but then released as an
innocent hitch-hiker in the affair.
Sheriff Cooper said that the men
are being held by the FBI presently on charges of violation of the
Dyer Act, transporting a stolen
car across state lines. Sheriff
Cooper said that the men are also
wanted by the Federal Secret
Service in Texas for forging and
uttering U. S. treasury checks.
The arrests followed an accident
recent when a 1959 Buick driven
by Carter collided with a truck
driven by Vernon Lee Buchanan,
Negro, of Union City, and owned
by Jones Furniture Company of
Union City. Carter was driving

north at the time and sideswiped
the truck. No one was injured but
considerable damage occurred.
Following the accident Carter
continued on north until the car
blew a tire. The three then hitchhiked to Fulton. At Fulton Carter
and Wallace told the hitch-hiker,
a young man named Kirk, that he
had better leave or he would "also
be in trouble." Kirk was picked
up between Fulton and Hickman
but released after showing that he
was innocent of any wrong-doing.
Carter and Wallace got on the
evening bus for Cairo and were
taken off by Fulton police.
Investigation brought out that
Wallace had been stealing U. S.
governmnt checks in San Antonio
and had bought the Buick from
(Continued on page Twelve)

Turkey Shoot
To Be Sunday
The first Jaye( e sponsored
Turkey Shoot of the season will be
held Sunday, November 5, at the
Fulton Kitty League Ball 'Park.
The shoot will start at 1 p. m.
Prizes will be turkeys and country ham. There will be a $50 gift
certificate given by the Jaycees.
Regulation trap and steel targets will be used. Everyone invited to participate.

$81 NEEDED
Only $81 more is need
to ach
the 1961 Boy Scout Di ive goal of
$2,000. aMil your contribution to
B. J. Pigue at the City National
Bank.

Candidate Welch Believes City Must
Adopt Budget Based on Funds Available
Frank Welch, Ferry-Morse Seed Company foreman,
who is seeking the office of City Commissioner, believes
in a strong City Manager form of Government, and believes this position can best be filled by a trained individual not presently living in Fulton.
Mr. Welch, a young man of 34,
with a friendly personality, also
believes, according to his statements to The News, that the City
of Fulton must adopt a budget
based on the funds available under the present tax rate.
Mr. Welch stated that he is
running for office completely independent of any other candidate
for any office, or group in the
City.
Mr. Welch served as Co-Chairman of the Ken-Tenn Fair this
year and is a member of the Methodist Church. Mr. Welch owns his
home on Court Drive.
The Commissioner candidate's

statement follows:
Citizens of Fulton:
Realizing the impossibility of
meeting each of you personally, I
would like to take this means of
introducing myself.
I am employed by the FerryMorse Seed Co. as foreman of the
Display Packing Department. I am
thirty-four years old, married, and
the father of three children. I am
a member of
the Methodist
Church, an active member of the
Fulton Jr. Chamber of Commerce
presently serving as a director,
and was co-chairman of the recent Ken-Tenn Fair. I'm a member of the Fulton Planning Corn-

mission and of the Willow Plunge
Board.
I believe we must analyze our
community spending needs, ascertain those items we are obligated
to pay for, then set up a firm
budget on which to run the City.
Through the State Department of
Economic Development, a budget
expert will come into Fulton to
give free advice and assistance. I
feel this service should be utilized
to the greatest extent possible.
If, after analyzing our budget
needs, it is found that the City
can be adequately run on less
money, then I am for a tax reduction. However, prior commitments
would make it appear that our tax
structure will have to stay the
same. I feel certain that the budget can be drawn up so that we
can operate the City on the present taxes. No one really wants to
(Continued on page ten)

the City Council but has beet
soundly rebuked by such out.
spoken councilmen as Orian
stead and Ward Johnson, who art
seeking re-election.
While no "slates" seem to be developing in the DeMyer corner it.
can very well be expected that
Bill Rice, Bob McCain and Clarence Moline will be embraced -as
a—ticket" by the Tripp forces. In
addition to the three candidates,
friends of Nelson Tripp have added L. M. McBride to their full
slate, although Mr. McBride has
steadfastly maintained that he is
an independent candidate. Leading
the ticket in the primary, popular
Mr. McBride, a feed company executive, would add strength to
either slate.
There are two candidates for
Mayor—Nelson Tripp, the present
mayor, and Gilbert DeMyer, local
grocer and investments representative.
City Judge H. H. Puree is seeking re-election. He is opposed by
Paul Lame, retired I. C. employee.
The seven candidates seeking
the four commissioner posts are
Ward Johnson. Orian Winstead,
M. L. McBride, Bill Rice, Clarence Moline, Frank Welch and
Bob McCain.
Charles Reams, another commissioner candidate, withdrew
from the race recently, because of
his health.
The polls will open at 6 a. m.
and close at 5 p. m.

Rotary Club To
Have Pancake
Breakfast Here
The Full
;Rotary Club will
sponsor a p cake breakfast at the
K. U. office on Friday morning,
November 10. Tickets are $1.00
and may be ,purchased from any
Rotary Club member. Children
under 1(1 may eat free.
Serving will be from 6 to 9:30
a. on. There will be pancakes, sausage, bacon, butter, coffee and
milk.
Money received from the breakfast will be donated to the crippled adult hospital in Memphis.
At the regular luncheon meeting of the Fulton Rotary C1,2,
Tuesday at the Park Terrace. '
James White of the Full.:
mentary School was 'the
speaker. She was introd.!'
Dr. Glynn Bushart and
the city schools and Nat.
cation Week which will
served next week.
Dr. C. H. Myers, new vete,
Lin, was it guest of Ilarvowell. Bob White was introduc,
110

Child Killed
When Hit By
Truck Tuesday
It was a fine day for wearing those good looking Fall clothes too, at
the District meeting of the Women's Club. Here, left to right are Mrs.
Elvis Stahr, Sr. of Ilickman, Mrs. Warren Graham of Fulton, Mrs. C.
G. Lowery of Murray and Mrs. Morgan, who seem to be admiring
that lovely bonnet Mrs. Lowery is wearing.

Dr. C. Myers, New Veterinarian,
To Hold Open House Here Sunday
Dr. Carlton Myers, veterinarian,
of Jackson, Tenn., has taken over
the Zippy Cate building on the
Clinton Highway in Fulton, has
completely remodeled the place,
and opened for business as a new
Veteriniarian Clinic on Wednesday of this week.
He will hold open house at his
new headquarters Sunday from 3
to 5 p. m., and everyone is invited
to attend.
Dr. Myers' family will move to
Fulton sometime this month, just
as soon as he is able to secure a
house here.
He has a very attractive family,
his wife, Virginia, and their four
children, Nora Margaret, James
Frank Jimmy", Virginia Nan, and
Carlton Jr.
Both Dr. and Mrs. Myers are
natives of Americus, Ga,
Dr. Myers practiced in Jackson,
Tenn., for six months before moving to Fulton recently.
He is a graduate of Auburn

Services will be hyld at 2 p.
Thursday at the Whitnel Fuller
Home chapel in Fulton, for Patiy
Carol Ballew. 6-year-old datighter
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas (Bud V)
Batley:, who was struck by
truck as she was crossing the
street to get on the school bus
near Paducah Tuesday morning.
The Rev. Oakley Woodside. pastor of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, will officiate. Burial
will be in East Side Cemetery in
Martin.
Besides her parents, she leaves
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Croft of Fulton, Mrs.
Roy Ballew of Martin, Tenn.; and
her great-grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Croft of Martin.

University, class of 1947. He first
practiced in his hometown for two
and one-half years, then moved to
Gifford, Ill., where he remained
for 10 years.
Dr. Myers, 37, is a fisherman
DIRECTOR RETIRES
and likes to hunt.
He is a very friendly type perMrs Gus Bard, who has been in
son and already has made many charge of the music at the
Cumfriends in our city.
berland Presbyterian Church
for
36 years has tendered her resignation and Mrs. Roy D. Taylor
has
been elected by the church board
to succeed her. Wednesday
night
at the church members of the
choir
honored Mrs. Bard with a dinner,
Murray "State College will cele- and she received several nice gifts.
brate its 29th Homecoming, Saturday, Nov. 4.
MAY BUILD HOSPITAL
Highlight of the annual event
will be the Murray State-Middle
A group of more than one
hunTennessee football game at 1:30 dred men and women
last week
p. m. Other features of the day voted unanimous
approval of a
will be the Homecoming parade plan to erect a hospital
in Martin.
at 9:30 a. m.. a barbecue from 5- Included in the group
were city
6:30 p. m., and a dance at 8:30 officials, businessm
en, and civic
p. m.
and professional leaders.

Murray Homecoming
On November 4th
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Everybody Pays

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Americans today are in an era of
paternalism. Most of us fail to realize
how dearly we are paying for the
doubtful privilege of paternalism.
Paternalism was originally begun by
local political bosses on precinct and
municipal levels to keep political
fences intact and to recruit new supporters.
Paternalism gradually became a
national patters, until today it is difficult to name a single phase of our
lives which is not affected by the Federal Government. Instead of having
the kind of government which Abraham Lincoln favored, one that would
do only what the people were unable
to d'o for themselves, we have a government that wants to do everything
for us and have us pay the bill.
We are puppets today with the
Federal Government pulling the
strings. Instead of having strong state
governments and a limited Federal
Government, we have weak states
begging handouts from a strong central government. We contribute heavily in taxes, but we get back less than
we pay. And with each- passing day,
we become more dependent upon the
Federal Government.
We are loaded down with bureau

chiefs, department heads, and even assistants and subordinates who are
building their Own little empires.
They collect Federal taxes, engage
additional lawyers to interpret Federal directives, hire more clerks to
keep up with the paper work, and
purchase more machines and supplies.
We foot the bill.
Too many of us have forgotten
that America achieved her greatness
through the work, courage, aspirations and attainments of her citizens.
TOo many of us have forgotten the
time when the individual was unfettered by federal directives, gifts and
supports.
Patriots recall that this country
won its freedom through the dedicated efforts of men willing to give their
lives for freedom's sake. Patriots are
not opposing progress in stressing
that the spirit of individual enterprise
needs to be revived, but they do realize that government policies must be
directed toward self-help and self-reliance. If freedom is to be saved in
America,Patriots must work together
zealously and uncreasingly for continued individual liberties.
—Life Lines

Don't Forget To VOTE Next Tuesday!
Next Tuesday is election day in
Kentucky, and although the Fulton
County ballot—with no candidates
having opponents—is a mere voting
formality, such is not the case in the
city of Fulton.
There are four important choices
that EVERY VOTER IN THE CITY
OF FULTON should indicate his or
her preference for on next Tuesday: a
mayor, a city police judge, a choice of
four commissioners out of the seven

candidates on the ticket, and a decision for or against a municipal electric distribution system in Fulton.
A free vote is your privilege in
these United States; not too many
citizens of too many countries around
the world can equal this privilege. Go
to the polls and VOTE your hand in
running your government.
Go to the polls next Tuesday and
VOTE. Your vote is as important as
anyone else's in town. And it counts
just as much

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

What Religion Really Means
through Jesus Christ.

By John McNassar
PFS Staff Writer
When young people get married,
many things go into making up the
marriage. The couple want to raise a
family. They share common interests
and plan to work together to make a
successful and happy marriage. Life
is an adventure and the young couple
wants to face it hand in hand, with
enthusiasm and high hopes. But these
things are not the reasons for getting
married; they are the results of it.
The two people love each other—that
is the reason for getting married, that
is the foundation which underlies all
that is to come.

The first Person in the Trinity is
God the Father, the Creator of all
things from the majestic universe to
the happy laughter of a child. God
the Son is our Redeemer—Jesus
Christ. He became man to let us
share in the life and love of God. The
Holy Spirit is the third person in God.
Jesus sent Him to help us and guide
us and to be closer to us than the beat
of our own heart. Religion is loving
this God and sharing His life. We can
only dare to do this because God has
been so good to us and favored us so
highly.

Our religious life is much like
our married life. Religion is not merely a set of commandments or laws.
These things do not explain the why
of religion. Religious life is something
-ouch deeper than merely living according to certain rules. Religion
means personal love of God.

God, then, is a friend and we love
Him. Just as the love in a family is
strengthened and protected by certain
rules, so our love for God is made
strong and secure by certain rules.
These rules are the personal instructions He has given us about how to
live our lives and how to treat the
people around us.

We love God because he is a personal God. And here we come face to
face with the staggering truth which
Jesus taught us—that there are three
persons in one God. The Trinity is the
basic Christian truth. Our minds cannot understand this great truth, yet
we believe it on God's word. God told
us this great truth about Himself

We can see that God's laws come
from love. To see them in any other
light is to miss the point entirely and
to live a life of drudgery, not of happy service for God. Some people keep
the rules but miss the main point of
the game. God's laws lead to God's
love. We keep His laws so we can
love Him better.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Ii PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
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But how can we love God? Jesus
told us the answer to this question
Himself. Someone once asked Him,
"Master, which is the great commandment in the Law?" Jesus said to him,
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with thy whole heart, and with thy
whole soul, and with thy whole mind.
This is the greatest and the first commandment. And the second is like it,
Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."

A member of the Kentucky Press Amsocistfon
Second - elass portage paid at Fulton, Ken
tacky and at additional malting offices.
Subscription Rates: 83.00 per year in Fulton
PLIckinsn, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the United States 4.00 per year.

Thursday, November 2, 1981

by McFeatters I

This is the answer to how we can
love God. And this is the answer to
what religion really means.
In 1840, Louisville became the
first in the American West to acquire
gas lights.

delay the passage of the trains and T. R. It. of 300 negro slaves
that all the sidings would be filled from their owners. The owners of
with sidetracked trains.
these slaves were to receive $30 a
Confederate troops had to be month the slaves were examined
withdrawn from the battlefront by physicians provided by the
and sent to East Tennessee. The State Board of Public Works,
Unionists were especially busy in medical care was provided while
Hamilton, Meigs, Rhea and Knox the slaves wore at work, the Necounties. Unionist sympathy ex- groes were to be fed good food,
tended to the north-eastern part they were to be fed and properly
of Tennessee, where in the section clothed, and the owner was to be
where Virginia, North Carolina, indemnified in case of accidental
and Tennessee met there were death. This was at a time when
thought to be two or three thous- the soldiers in each army were
and "armed and partially organ- paid $12 a month, with few guaized" Unionists ready to cut the rantees as to their safety, or even
vital Virginia and Tennessee rail- to the quality of their food and
road.
shelter. It was a situation which
One of the things which had'did not lead to a feeling of trancaused this unionist feeling in that quility in the mind of any soldier,
section was the hiring, by the Va. North or South.
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"Actually she's the difference between a profit and a
kw around bevel"

Turning Back The Clock-FROM THE FILES.—
October 31 1941
• L. T. Bugg commander of the
local American Legion Post an-nounced thsi week that Dr. James
H. Richmond president of Murray State Teachers College will
come to Fulton on Armistice Day,
Nov. 11, to deliver a patriotic address at the Science Hall at 11
a. m.
Louie Waweirnia, soldier of
Mulliken, Mich., died in the Fulton hospital early Wednesday
morning, shortly after an automobile accident, in which he received fatal injuries. The accident occurred a few miles out of ..1.on
on the Mayfield highway.
Work on preparing class ro,
in the Science Hall and the high
school building to take care of the
grade school pupils of West Fulton is progressing as rapidly as
possible, and Supt. J. 0. Lewis
stated this week that officials
hoped to be able to move the class
rooms this Nucek. In that event,
students would leave school on
Friday and return to the new
rooms on Monday.
The Fulton Board of Education

met in special session Monday
night at the high school building
to discuss the sale of bonds,
amounting to $65,000, to the
Bankers Bond Company and the
Stein Brothers and Boyce of Louisville.
The 3-months-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Givens of Paducah was
injured in an automobile accident
Sunday morning and died about
two hours later in the Fulton Hospital. The accident occurred on
the Union City highway south of
Fulton, when a tire blew out and
the car overturned.
The City of South Fulton will
hold its election for city officials
on Tuesday, Dec. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wade announce the birth of a son born
Thursday, Oct. 23, in the Fulton
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Laird announce the birth of a daughter,
born Wednesday afternoon, Oct.
29, in the Haws Clinic.

"Big John" Bland, I. C. employee, got quite a bit of attention
recently, when a Memphis radio
station sponsored a "Big John"
contest publicizing a new hit song
by that name. Fulton's "Big John"
was called by local people, as well
as by reSidents of Jackson, etc.,
to .know how tall he was, how
much he weighed and his measurements.
"Big John" recently moved to
South Fulton from Jackson. He is
six foot, seven inches tall. I have
forgotten 14,pw much he weighs.
He came close-to winning the
contest, too. The "Big John" who
won was only an inch taller than

he.
The annual reunion of veterans
of Company D,309th Supply Train,
8th Division of World War I was
held at the Park Terrace Restaurant Sunday at noon. There were
ten veterans and their wives present. The other half of the group
held their reunion up in Ohio.
Those attending here were: Mr.
and Mrs. L. R. Herndon of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Charles V. Herron of Evansville, Ind., J. J. Keeling of Boaz, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
Noah D. King and Mrs. W. W.
Lasher of Jackson, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Montgomrey of Clinton,
Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Irl Fisher of
Couch, Mo., Leroy Berry of Arlington, Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Frank
R. Coe of Ostrouder, Ohio, William King of Bardwell, Ky., and

Heard from my sister, Sue, who
has returned to work after an
operation. Sue- said that everyone
was trying to look after her, in
fact she said, "There's just
too many Chiefs for one Indian."Have you seen any of the beautiful and unusual autumn floral
arrangements made by Charles
Dixon? They are something to
see! He has made them out of
pumpkins, gourds, shells, etc.

VOTE "YES" NOVEMBER 7
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SUNDAY SCHOOL — 10: A. M.
CHURCH SERVICES — 11: A. M.
EVENING SERVICE
—
7: P. M.
C. E. WORLEY, PASTOR

100 Years Ago This Week
PlY

There's going to be a big reunion out near Los Angeles, Calif.,
of all Hickman Counties living
in the area, according to a letter
received from Martha Cole, former Fulton girl. She received the information from her mother, Mrs.
Carl Berry of Clinton, and was
planning to go to see who all was
present.

Not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of some
is; But exhorting one another: And so
Much the more, as ye see the day approaching. Hebrews 10, 25.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jonakin
announce the birth of a son, born
on Thursday night, Oct. 23, in the
Fulton Hospital.

A., Historical review
et TH31 CIVIL WAIL DAT-DT-DAT
(Material Is from publication of exactly an. hundred .an. are; *MEW al
werdIng from references la the Library sif Common Washington. Reporting
la the vapors eras email, very ono-sigolli we soot to bo fair in rovorsgo and
pree.ryn • national balsas. . • . SD).

Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Smith of
Clinton, Ky.
1
We received a letter from Mrs.
Mayme Stovall, a former Fultonfan, this past week and she said
that her granddaughter, Bonnie
Helms, also formerly ot this city,
is now enrolled at Henderson
State Teachers College in Arkadelphia, Ark. She is really enjoying her studies and being in college.

THE MST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH
103 TAYLOR STREET

SO.FULTON,TENN.

WILLIAM H. NallE71111.7

Third week in October, 1861
By the fall of 1861, the blockade set up by the Federal government had just begun to be felt by
the South. Many students of the
Civil War have criticized Lincoln
for the way the blockade was
handled. From the beginning, the
North had insisted that the trouble
between the North and the South
was a "rebellion." If so, said the
critics, the United States President should have merely "closed"
the Southern ports. Instead, he
had declared a blockade, and even
the Union Secretary of the Navy
said that a "blockade" was a recognition that the Aouth was a
separate nation. ..„,
If the North had recognized this
right ... the rightIll a belligerent
nation . . . in the- South's fight,
that recognition had not extended
to the recognition of the Southern
naval officers who manned privateers on the high seas. From the
beginning the North had treated
such captured sailors as "pirates"
and had confined them, not in
military prisons, but in common
jails.
Northern newspapers of October, 1861, published a letter from
a Capt. J. W. Sprague, writing
from Libby prison in Richmond, to
his family back in Ohio. Capt.
Sprague said: "Recently there had
been U. S. Naval officers in the
military prison, but the captors
had removed them to the common
jail because in the North the captured privateer officers were not
recognized as prisoners of war,
but were treated as common criminals."
To the credit of the Confederacy, Capt. Sprague added: "I believe this government (the Confederacy) is treating prisoners
precisely as our government is
treatnig ours."
There was set up, then, the
policy of which no one, North or
South, was eller proud, the angry
and even criminal method of
treating prisoners.
Capt. Sprague's letter is of interest in that it tells of the treatment of prisoners before this bitterness developed, for his story is

far different from that of the latter years of the Civil War. Sprague had been captured in West
Virginia, and had been parolled to
travel to Richmond where he
could enter the military prison.
Sprague traveled through the
Virginia mountains by stage coach,
spent one night in Staunton, and
by easy stages reached Richmond
where he "reported himself to the
prison and was locked in a room
with about 0 or 50 other officers."
The prison was an old tobacco
warehouse, and the room in which
Sprague was kept was about ". . .
40 by a hundred feet." Sprague
told his home folks that he and all
prisoners were fed plentifully on
meat, bread, coffee, and sugar. "I
had no bed," he wrote," but was
able to find a small fifer from
Maine who had thg run of the
place. For $2.50 he brought me a
cot, and he brought me a white
blanket for $2.00."
He said that the officers collected a fee of fifty cents a week from
each prisoner and bought potatoes,
tomatoes, and other necessary
vegetables for the common meal.
However, he said that there was
no way of buying a cup, pan,
spoon, or anything else, but he
borrowed from the other officers.
Sprague further added that the
common soldiers in the military
prison were "fed exactly as the
Confederates fed their own men."
However they were unable to add
the vegetables to their fare.
News from Tennessee. that October, was of bridge burners on the
Virginia & Tennessee railroad.
Many bridges had been damaged
on the line from Bristol south to
Chattanooga. Even in and around
Chattanooga itself there were
many bands of Unionists who
were trying to destroy the all-important railroad.
The road through Tennessee
made it possible for the soldiers to
be shifted east and west almost
at will. Even with the slow woodburning trains of the time, the
time between Richmond and New
Orleans was only 72 hours. However, a single bridge destroyed, or
a landslide on the track, could so

b

HURRY..

New
Telephone Directory
Closes Soon
Last Call for:
Additional Listingi
Changed Listings
Ads in the Yellow Pages
Don't Wait! Call our Business Office right away
to notify us of changed listings in the Telephone
Directory. Remember,additional listings for members of your family or firm may be included for
only a small extra cost!
Mr. Businessman: Yellow Pages is the best way
to tell people how to find you. Call the Telephone
Business Office without delay so that your products
or services may be represented in the nation's most
• ,..Look First
used buying guide — Yet.
in the
low Pages.
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Brenda Gunter Paschall Becomes
Bride Of Charles Henry Jones
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Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Gunter of
Clinton, Route 1, announce the
marriage of their daughter, Brenda, to Charles Henry Jones, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Austin Jones
of Cayce.

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Young Mark Austin was honorMrs. Virginia Stokes, graduate
ed on his seventh birthday Mon- of the Parsons School of Design
day afternoon with a party at the New York, will be the guest
home of his grandmother, Mrs. speaker at the open meeting of tfra
Allen Austin. His mother, Mrs. Woman's Club Friday afternoon
Virginia Austin, is still a patient at 2.
in Hillview Hospital, suffering
The program will be presented
from burns received several weeks by the Garden Department and the
ago.
topic will be "Paintings and How
WELCOME NEWCOMERS: Arriving in Fulton this month to make
Mark's father, John Austin of to Hang. Them".
Abilene, Texas, arrived in Fulton
Paintings by some members of their home is the attractive family of Br. and Mrs Carlton Myers,
Sunday and brought with him a the club will be on exhibition pictured above with their four children,.„4Nora Margaret (in her dad's
arms), James Frank "Jimmy", Virginia Nan, and Carlton
beautiful decoration for the re- during the meeting.
Jr. Dr.
Myers a veterinarian, and his family conw to Fulton
freshment table.
from Jackson.
The floral decoration was reA large crowd attended the Halcently entered in a flower show loween party for the young folks District Governor of Murray, prein Abilene and was pictured in at the Country Club Sunday af- siding. Mrs. C. B. Morgan, state
the Dallas newspaper. It was also ternoon. There were witches, gob- president, of Leitchfield, Ky., was
on display at a bank there for lins, spooks, beatniks, pirates and the principal speaker.
Lunch was served at noon to the
all kinds of costumed creatures
four days.
Lambuth College at Jackson has
group.
It is made up of a large pink present.
announced that its new freshman
elephant, colorful clowns, and varThe club rooms were gaily decoPatricia Ann Everett of Fulton class is the largest in the school's
ious colored carnations and green- rated for the occasion with pumphistory.
ery. Bubbles rise from the back kins, autumn leaves and corn- County is among the 4,792 stuThe college has - enrolled 234
dents enrolled at Western Kenstalks and the arrival of the
of the display.
first year students, according to
This arrangements was' placed youngsters in all kinds of gay cos- tucky State College for the 1961- Mrs.
James Witherspoon, regis62 fall semester which opened on
at one end of the refreshment tumes caused much merriment
trar.
September 15.
table and a birthday cake at the among, those attending.
The college, which is a Methoother. The table was draped in a
Linda Allen for the second
Pat Dowdy, son of Mr. and Mrs. dist institution, has also enrolled
white cloth and at each corner straight year won the prize for
its
largest student body. More
Gene Dowdy of Rt. 5, Fulton, Kenhad red velvet bows centered with the best girl's costume and Gail
tucky is presently enrolled in Lub- than 600 students are studying at
sticks of red and white striped Bushart won for the best boy's
the
four
year college.
bock Christian College, Lubbock,
candy.
costume.
The college offers bachelor of
Texas.
Mr. Austin, a Texas florist, made
Mrs. G. F. Bushart was the
arts
and
bachelor of science dePat graduated from South Fuleverything about the floral ar- chairman in charge of arrangeton High School in the spring of grees and pre-professional courses
rangements except the clowns.
ments.
1960. LCC, a Chrisian liberal arts in many fields such as science,
A group of Mark's friends atjunior college supported by mem- engineering and medicine.
tended his party.
A large crowd also enjoyed the
Members of the 1961-62 freshbers of the Churches of Christ, is
annual Halloween Dance at the
in its fifth year of operation with men class include: Peggy Ann
The Rush Creek Homemakers Country Club Saturday night.
Counce, South Fulton, and Sherel
a present student body of 450.
club opened their meeting TuesPrizes for the best costumes
Olive, Fulton.
day, October 24, at 10:30 a. m. were awarded to Mr. and Mrs. Bill
with the hostess, Mrs. John Watts, Homra for the best couple; Mrs.
reading the 12th Psalm.
Charles Browder, best lady's cosThe possibility of a bookmobile tume; and Dr. Virgil Barker for
and the need for fall-out shelter the best man's costume.
was discussed.
The Ken-Tenn Trio furnished
The Cheerleader Clinic at MarThe Nell Hardy W. M. U. of the
After the business meeting was the music for dancing.
tin, Tennessee, was a real experiCrutchfield Baptist Church met
overand songs were sung, a deence for the Fulton nigh Cheerlicious pot-luck luncheon was enMr. and Mrs. Hubert Lawson October 19 for its regular meet- leaders. They learned
several new
joyed.
were hosts to a family gathering ing with an attendance of 11 mem- cheers and received
pointers on
bers and five visitors. The proThe afternoon was spent with here Sunday.
how to improve their squad form
gram was opened with the singing
the major project leaders displaythe instructor, Merril' Tyler, who
ing many colorful decorations. AlThe Forty-Eighth Annual Dis- of the W. M. U. song for the year, is head cheerleader
at the Unithough it was a nice fall day, it trict Meeting of the First District "Jesus Shall Reign Where'er the versity of
Oklahoma.
looked like Christmas after seeing Kentucky Federation of Women's Sun".
When the cheerleaders arrived
The program was then turned
the many Christmas things made Clubs was held in Fulton at the
at 8:30, they registered, and at
from simple things around the First Methodist Church here Wed- over to the program chairman, 9:30 were
gathered in the gym
house. There were trees made nesday, wiht the Fulton Woman's Mrs. Lloyd Henderson. The theme where they
were welcomed by
for this month was: That Thy Way
from tin funnels, sweetgum balls, Club as host.
Dean Paul Meek of IT. T. M. B.
spools and pine cones, door decoThe meeting was an all-day ses- May Be Known". Those on the He introduced Miss Betty
Giles,
rations made from coat hangers sion, convening at 9 a. m. for cof- program were: Mrs. Ira Sadler, head of the
Department of Phyand many more good ideas and fee. The meeting got underway at Mrs. J. C. Jackson, Mrs. C. A. sical Education,
and she introducsuggestions were given.
10 a. m., with Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Sadler and Mrs. Lewis Patrick.
ed the instructor.
Mrs. Cloys Johnson, president,
At 9:45, Mr. Tyler taught cheerpresided over a short business
leading techniques.
meeting. The meeting was closed
At 11:30, he different cheerwith prayer by Mrs. Cloys Johnleading squads gave their demonson. Refreshments were then serstration of yells. Mr. Tyler gave
ved by the hostesses, Mrs. Lewis
the cheerleaders suggestions on
Patrick and Mrs. J. C. Jackson.
how they could improve their
yells.
At 1200, the clinic broke for
Complete Line
lunch. Immediately after lunch
fieariUtq
Batteries there was a continuation of cheers
given by the cheerleaders.
Pot all makes of hearing aids!
After the demonstrations, there
Visit our Hearing Aid Departwas another class in cheerleading
ment at your first opportunity.
techniques.
Later, there was a mass teaching
CITY DRUG CO.
of ourstanding yell routines. This
08 Lake Street
Phone 7,,
was followed by a summary of the
•
day at 3:30.

Local Students At
Lambuth College

Nell Hardy WMU Has Cheerlead
ers Attend
Regular Meeting
U. T. M. B. Clinic

RI

VENETIAN
BLINDS!

HURRY!
your choice

$2.99
REGARDLESS OF WIDTH
VALUES TO $15.95
Give all your windows the luxury of venetian
blinds, at this fantastically low price. These ore
first quality blinds . . . all are white, all ore
matching, all steel construction and baked-on
enamel finish. Measure your windows, check
chart for the sizes you need. There's a size
for most windows, but they'll sell fast . . . so
come a'running. Th• early shopper gets the
best selection.
Width

Quantity ,

—la19"
20"
21"
22"
23"
24"
25"

Width

0ua ntity

Width

28"
29"
I

Quantity

40"
42"
44"
48"
54"
58"

30"
31"
32"
33"
34"
35"
u

1

38"

I

Widths 18" to 36" are for ions.
Widths 37" to 72" are 56" tong.

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c Store

Aid

The lovely wedding ceremony
was performed at the First Baptist Church in Clinton. The Rev.
John Redden, pastor, officiated at
the impressive double-ring ceremony. The wedding was attended
by relatives and close friends.
For the occasion the church was
decorated in tall baskets of white
carnations and
greenery. The
vows were exchanged before a
beautiful floral arch.

Cayce.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Gunter wore a blue printed
silk frock, with blue hat and
black accessories with a white
carnations corsage.
Mrs. Jones, mother of the
groom, was attired in navy, black
accessories, and a white carnations
corsage.
Immeclately following the eery-

FATHER-SON BANQUET
The South Fulton Father-Son
Football Banquet will be held
Friday night, November 10 at
Reelfoot Lake. Tickets are $2.00
each. The menu consists of chicken, fish, and ham.

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, November 4, 1961 at 1:00 P. M.

Miss. Edwinta Bugg, organist,
young cousin of the bride, presented a program of nuptial
music. She was dressed in white,
with a pink carnations corsage.
The bride, an attractive blond,
was attired in a lovely brocaded
white faille frock, with matching
accessories, with a white carnations corsage.

mony, the young couple lefteon as
unannounced wedding trip. The,
are now at home on Fulton, Routa
1.
The groom is employed at the
Brown Shoe Factory in Union
City.

at the home of

Mrs. Dorothy Brooks
305 Oak Street, South Fulton, Tenn.
All household furnishings and kitchen appliances.
For additional information call Bill Gray 435-R

Mrs. Dorothy Brooks, Owner

Her matron of honor, Carolyn
Robey of Clinton, wore an orange,
brocaded faille dress, with white
accessories and corsage.
Best man was Harold Harris of

Bill Gray, Auctioneer

Saturday Is Your

Last Chance To Register.

U..

For This Handsome Reclining Chair
Nothing to buy: just come in NOW and register,
look around, and enjoy the opening of our building with us!
FREE TO EVERYBODY: Amazing Kimes "FishDial" free to r every visitor this weekend.
Special!
INSULATED SOX
Reg.
95c Pair

—7

a

2 PAIR $1.00
Rubber back: non-skid
DOG RUGS
Size 24 x 36 inches

50c EACH
Reg. $3.95 Dazey
Magnetic Opener
For bottles

ONLY 75c

• ,-.

•

/ /

artatia4--.71t- GUNS.
AUTHORIZED

BROWNING

'

DEALER

USED GUN CLEARANCE!

Sweet 16 Browning with poly choke
$75.95
BOY'S INSULATED
12-gauge (light) Browning, ventilated ribs $115.00
UNDERWEAR SET $9.95 Standard Browning
$65.00
12-gauge
Thermo Underwear Remington 20-gauge pump
$69.00
.
Special 1-2 price on pants Remington Wingmaster 12-gauge pump
$74.00
or shirts. Reg.$2. Val. $1.00 20-Gauge Mossburg
$25.00
$9.00
22 Single shot rifle
Reg. $19.00
HUNTING SUIT
PS: Don't forget the Turkey Shoot
(Coat and pants)
Sunday at the Fulton Ball Park!

Special at $14.95

LEADER ATHLETIC & SPORTING GOODS CO.
FULTON, KY.

LAKE STREET

'HYLAND IS OPEN
1110I)[ARLY!

a

11,

00-10 MAS
nctlicinulStores
Lake Street

* %.

"

A Large Selection Of

WILL HOLD YOUR SELECTIONS

ON OUR

0•
••i•

'Its
NOW!

A DOLLAR DEPOSIT

LOCATED

SECOND
FLOOR

*

DOLLS-WAGONS
TRICYCLES
And A Very Large Selection
Of All Kinds Of TOYS

Fulton. Sy.
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Sixteen Army Reserve Units Added
To Ft. Campbell During October
Sixteen Army Reserve and National Guaqd units from 12 states
are arriving at Fort Campbell during October to train in the current national defense buildup.
A variety of army career fields
is included in the local assignments—signal, medical, transportation, ordnance, armor, artillery,
and engineer units.
From Chicago Ill., come reserves
of the 171st Medical Detachment,
specializing in plastic surgery;
and Headquarters Detachment of
the 345th Medical Battalion; from
nearby Gary, Ind., comes the
446th Medical Detachment; and
from Fort Thomas, Ky., comes the
394th Medical Detachment, dental
prostheticians.
Two National Guard elements
round out the medics—the 116th
Surgical Hospital, a 60-bed mobile
Unit from New Castle, Dela., and
the 131st Medical Company of
Xenia, Ohio, which prepares patients for evacuation from combat
zone to fielci hospital. •
Guardsmen of the 204th Signal

State Civil
Defense Out
Of Booklets
Kentucky Adjutant General Arthur Y. Lloyd, director of the
State's civil defense organization,
has reported that State civil defense headquarters is temporarily
out of booklets.
"After President Kennedy's recent TV address to the nation in
which he stressed the importance
of civil defense," Lloyd explained,
"requests for literature began
pouring into all the civil defense
headquarters. We have about 50,000 requests for booklets that we
are unable to fill.
"I understand that the Government Printing Office in Washington is working round the clock
and expects to have several million pieces of literature available
by Nov. 1. The accent is being
placed on the more popular pieces
Kentucky's shortage should be
alleviated in two or three weeks."
Lloyd added that some of the
local civil defense organizations
may still have booklets and advised interested citizens to try
their local sources.
Civil defense in Fulton County
Is directed by Joe Myatt of Hickman.

Every school year brings new plans to major in psychology in
students to Fulton High and this college and then join the Women's
year is no exception. New students Air Corps.
Battalion—Company E, a supply
have come from schools as far
depot, and Company B. forward
Rita White is a freshman from
away as California and Oregon.
support—will come from St. Louis,
Newark, New Jersey. She has atMo.
Kay Cude, a sophomore here tended three schools. The last one
General automotive support will at FHS was born in Dixon, Ten- was Broadway Junior High. Engbe the job of reservists with the neasee, but has spent most of her lish is her favorite subject. Her
480th Ordnance Company, Cincin- life traveling. Bend Junior High hobbies are dancing and talking.
nati, Ohio, and guardsmen with in Bend Oregon, is just one of the In the summer she enjoys going
the 415th Ordnance Company 57 different schools in 41 states swimming and in the fall she enCamp Beauregard, La,
she has attended.
joys football games. For recreaThe 223rd Ordnance Company,
Her longest stay in any state tion she likes to bowl and skate.
a reserve ordnance park, comes
has been six months. Kay prefers
Linda Cude is a freshman from
from Fremont, Ohio.
Contributing mobility are the the smaller schools "because you Bend, Oregon. The last school she
meet
and
know
so
attended
many
was Bend High School.
nice peo253rd Transportation Company,
Orange, N. J., a guard unit, and ple". Her hobby is art and after She has been in 51 schools. Algethe 424th Transportation Com- a U.-week course in psychology, bra is her favorite subject. She
she now includes the analysis of enjoys dancing and going to footpany, from Johnstown, Pa.
Guardsmen are due from the personalities as a hobby. Kay brill and baseball games. For
2nd Medium Tank Battalion 20th
Armor, Augusta, Me., and the 2nd
Howitzer Battalion, 111th Field
Artillery, Richmond, Va.
Birmingham, Ala., reservists of
the 926th
Engineer
Battalion
complete the list.

The time has come again for the
annual conservation theme contest and this year's prizes will interest everyone.
A $100 U. S. Savings Bond will
be given to the first-place winner,
a $75 bond to the runner-up, and
$50 bond to the third-place winner. A $25 U. S. Savings Bond will
be awarded the first place winner
in each of the 121 Soil Conservation Districts. A total of $3,250
in prizes will be given to Kentucky students alone.
Mrs. Charles Burrow, English
teacher at FHS, said that the
themes will be good practice in
writing, and, of course, in writing
them much will be learned about
conserving the natural resources
of our country.
The deadline for the themes is
November 22.

CITY DRUG CO.
Lake St.
Fulton
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THE YEAR'S BEST TV BUYS
not "stripped-down" models ...
ALL HAVE THESE FABULOUS
MOTOROLA FEATURES
TUBE SENTRY

SYSTEM —protects

every tube in the set.
PREMIUM-RATED ruaLs
—built
to standards up to 100% hioher than those set
by the Industry(published EIA ratings).
CLEAR. SHARP PICTURES

—with
chrsive Golden "M"• transformer-powered
theinin and 23,000 volts of picture power.

calling it "more lively". His favorite sports are baseball and football. His hobby is working on cars.
Ronnie is a freshman and is taking the shop courses.
The merchant red ink seldom
views, who advertises in The
News.

VOTE "RIGHT'' NOVEMBER 7

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

aerkii
BREE

FULTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

G'FIELD:
AD 5-2293

25 Baskets At Each Store. The Drawing Will Be Sat. Night
8 P. M. November 4th. You Do Not Have To Be Present To
Win. "Adults Only" Are Eligible To Register. Low, Low
Food Prices Plus 300 Baskets Of Free Groceries At Our 12
Big Valu Food Stores.

Formerly U-Tote-Em

1

Swift Proten

Rib Steak Lb. 69c

AIIMINIIIIIIIMMEIMII

1

POUND EACH

SWIFT PROTEN
CHUCK BLADE CUT

39'

100%. Pure Cherry Red
Ground Several Times Daily
TOPPY
TRAY PACK

Ground, Fresh Daily

Chuck Wagon. Sliced

Hamburger Meat 3 Lbs. 95c

BANANAS

Bacon . . .3Lb.99c

SELECTED
GOLDEN
RIPE

SYRUP 4 lb. jar oc
TOMATOES 273; 25c
(
M
E
R
I
T
OLEO 3 lbs. 49c
FISH STICKS 59c

LB.

Sc OFF

3 LB. CAN

CRISCO

.. . . . .79c

7T°AtrENES
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was.Ir Salon fawn.ON.
Node
mons 7113 sp. In. viewing arsa) la
Mahc;an,. Walnuts 13IonO pranad
ganwne hard.
s... On

$199.95
WITH TRADE

)

IT SWIVELS!
Model 73457. rf Wean fovlfrall ding meas..
281 so in ria.ong a,m . In Mahogany, W•Inul
EllIonO gra,neO fln.ahiaa on lernowircl ganu.n•
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$222.95
WITH TRADE

BOOTH'S

nionnInaboreee we yew nuentnIse axon he.
M.Chang• a MOM/ Of any component pm..
OnInthe In Ammo/ man Arranood Waugh Cell.
Ina desinr. Labor extra.

Wade Television Service
PHONE 450

2 - 8oz. Pkgs.

POPRITE

4 LB. BAG

POPCORN • • • • • 55c
Morton Fruit Apple, Peach and Cherry

PIES

39c

NORTHERN

4 ROLLS

TISSUE • • • •
SWIFT

39c

12 OZ. CAN

PREM
SUNSHINE

sizes I
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BEEF ROAST
GROUND BEEF
SLICED BACON
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CANS

111 LAKE ST.

The old Blue Licks Tavern was
once a popular stop on the stagecoach route between Maysville
and Lexington as well as a resort.
People journeyed from North and
South to drink its waters, considered health-giving.

COME ONE!
WORTH OF FREE GROCERIES
COME ALL! ;Lir JIM TO BE GIVEN AWAY!
AT YOUR LOCAL BIG VALU STORE

,RUPTURE
11's kikatir.
The Sensational Nevi Invention
Sutherland's "MD"' Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
‘pproved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

recreation she likes dancing.
Jim Campbell was a sophomore
last year at Glendora High, a
school of 1200 students in Glendora, California. Jim's first impression of Fulton High was that
it was small, but he has met many
students and says, "I like small
schools best". Jim likes science
and math and plans to major in
those fields in college. He is a
junior.
R. Paul Westpheling is a freshman at Fulton High. He has attended the Sacred Hart school in
Hickman for the last few years.
He thinks the students are very
friendly and the school is "wonderful". His favorite subject is
algebra and his hobby is studying
chemistry, in
electronics and
which he plans to major in college.
Ronnie Lee Cooley comes to
FHS from Clinton. He expresses
his opinion of Fulton High by

gol:::INI-1111TIIIAT

Conservation Themes
Due On November 22

SAVE MONEY...
SAVE TROUBLE

4

Six New Students Enter FHS;
Have Wide Variety Of Interests

49c
LB. BOX

HI-HO CRACKERS...37c

,ern was
e stagetaysville
a resort.
orth and
rs, con-

(BER

,S

low the breed by weight theory
on the belief that such early
breeding may in some way endanger the potential productivity
for the animal. By the same token
some rely on breeding by age regardless of the size of the heifer.
This case is where the only danger can be found.

men everywhere take advantage
of the best and most modern feeds
and feding programs in order to
develop their future cows fast, yet
on a sound and economical basis.

any one of the 3 years 1959. 1960, with the 1961 feed grain program
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or 1961 may qualify for acreage- will be eligible for price support Page 5
retirement payments if they:
on the "normal production" from
sophomores with 49, and the sen1. Reduce the highest actual their 1961 corn acreage, price supVtlestdOr
iors with 24.
acreage planted during the past 3 port is available only if suitable
In all classes this
the girls
years by a minimum of 10 per- and approved storage is provided
outnumber the boys but only by a
ORION JUNIOR LIVESTOCK
ode dee
cent. In this case, wheat produced for housing the crop under loan.
SHOW AND SALE "BEST EVER" on the remaining acres can be Corn put under
Four Fulton High students won maximum of four in the sophopurchase agreemore class, and a minimum of on
Due to the support of many lo- marketed without penalty.
ments also must be adequately blue ribbons the week of Septem44•Ile
cal
businesses,
the
hard
work
of
2.
Make a voluntary acreage di- stored if the crop is not to deter- ber 10th at Louisville, Kentucky in the junior class.
Research and
practice have
shown that it is advantageous to businessmen and others the Obion virsion in addition to the mini- iorate and thus result in a loss to at the Kentucky State Fair.
Pattie-Hixon, a freshman, won
breed Holstein and Brown Swiss County Junior Livestock Show mum 10 percent required under the farmer.
,
first place in the three-year-old
heifers at
approximately 750 and Sale topped the 1960 sale the program. Producers my divert
The
chairman
reminded
farmers
With JIM PRYOR
Guernsey class in the 4-H Dairy
pounds, Ayrshires at 650 pounds, which was the best sale in the as- three times the minimum acreage, that farm storage facility
loans Show with her cow, Ella,
Rerkukkonol Ausat, IlII..b Carkui Itainmol
last
Guernseys at 575, and Jerseys sociation's history. The 4-H and or 10 acres, whichever is larger.
continue
to
be
available
through
year's grand champion.
FFA members exhibited 55 steers
Wheat farmers who divert acre- the
BREED HEIFERS BY WEIGHT weighing 525 to 550 pounds reAll Makes and Models
local
ASCS
office.
The
loans
Rita Thompson, a junior, won
gardless of the age of the animal and 21 hogs in the show with 43 age from production of wheat un- can cover up to 95 percent
of the the County Clothing Contest
NOT AGE
•
of the steers and all of the hogs der the 162 wheat stabilizatio
and
at that time.
n cost of building new storage bins,
MOTOROLA
being sold individually in the auc- program may earn payments
later a blue ribbon in the State
I have already discussed the deby cribs or other approved structures
If heifers are properly grown tion sale. The other steers were putting
Sales and Service
Style Show at 4-H Week in Lexthat land into' approved costing 40 cents per
sired qualifications of our future through approved
bushel or less.
feeding and sold in groups by grades because conservation uses.
•
And the County For storage costing more, farmers ington, Kentucky.
cows and today just one of the im- managemen
t practices, they will each member was limited to selling Agricultural
Lynn Williamson and Stanley
Stabilization
and may borrow up to 95 percent of
portant phases should be brought ordinarily
reach breeding age at one steer individually and these Conservation
Jeffress, both juniors, after winService Office now 40 cents per bushel or 80
out. Most dairymen are gradually 12 to 15 months
percent ning the district contest at Princeof age. This puts were steers of boys and girls that has authority and
will be prepared of the cost, whichever is
accepting the theory that dairy them in the
greater, ton, Kentucky, won a blue
milking string at 21 own two or three.
to make a partial payment\at the but not more
ribbon
heifers should be bred by weight to 24 months
III Lake St
than 50 cents per for a third
Phone 450
of age. Now and
The 43 steers averaging 919 time of signup, according to Mr.
place in the State Con- immnwa
rather than age. Yet, when an ex- then a big
bushel
of capacity.
growthy heifer comes pounds sold for a total of $15,054.- Seals, Chairman,
tour
Cultivation
Division of the
Obion County
ceptionally fast developing heifers along to reach breeding
The
loans
run for 5 years, at 4 Water Managemen
age under 36 for an average of $38.11 per Agricultural
t Contest at the
Stabilization
comes along, some hesitate to fol- 12 months.
and percent interest, and may be reThere should be no hundred
WAVE-TV Farm near Louisville,
weight. The
Grand Conservation Committee. —
paid
in
four
annual installments, Kentucky.
hesitancy in breeding her at this Champion Steer sold
for $.76 cents
The Agricultural Act of 1961 with the first
installment due on
time if she has reached the proper per pound and was
bought by E. provides that up to not more than the loans first anniversary
date.
weight for her breed, and if the W. James & Son's Grocery.
FHS Enrollment Shows
50
percent of the payment to proAll types of Insurance
SAVE ON NEW
The
U.
S.
Department
of Agridairyman continues to feed and
The champion hog was bought ducers may be made in advance culture
Total Of 196 Students
today
named
37
wheat
manage her properly.
SCHOOL SHOES
by the same buyer that bought the of determination of performance.
SAVE
! GET our
varieties which are undesirable'
Fulton High enrollment for the
Some dairymen wonder if a champion steer and paid $.83 per This provision is designed to probecause of inferior milling or bakSlip-ons and ties in black;
current year totals 196, an inheifer is sexually mature at less pound. The 21 hogs sold for an vide income to farmers ahead
PACKAG
E DEAL
of ing qualities and which will be
sizes I and up; Widths B and D
crease of 11 students over 1st
than 12 months of age. Actually, average of $38.25 per hundred harvest-time.
discounted 20 cents per bushel in year.
"Covering
everything"
the calf matures much earlier, but weight. Total sale of the hogs was
The advance payment that can price-support rates
on the 1962
Figures given by Principal J. M.
until she has-matured physically, $1,694.07.
be made at the time of signup is wheat crop.
Fulton,
Ay.
* Phone 408
Martin show that the freshman
PRICES START AT
as is reflected by weight, she
The quality of the animals computed by multiplying the numThe number and varieties are
422 Lake St.
class is the school's largest with
should not be bred. If proper shown and sold was also higher ber of acres to be diverted by the
unchanged from those for the 1961 70.
The Junior follow with 53. tt.c.
breeding weight is used as a than last year. About 72 percent farm payment rate that is based
crop, except for the inclusion of
gauge, she will not be judged ma- of the steers graded choice with on 45 percent of the normal yield,
Wasatch variety as undesirable in
ture physically before she is ma- only four being below good. The and taking half of that amount.
Colorado.
ture sexually.
steers were graded on the rail by The farmer may receive this adIn a further effort to encourage
In breedir.,, uy weight a calf a USDA grader. Sixteen of the vance payment in calh or in quality wheat
production. the
MUST be grown on a sound basis. hogs graded in teh Blue group or wheat.
USDA announced Aug. 23 that
A feeding program which does not No. 1.
premiums for quality as indicated
ADVANCE PAYMENTS FOR
The show and sale was held in
allow her to get fat, but which
DIVERTING WHEAT ACREAGE by sedimentation tests will be instimulates fast normal growth. connection with the Obion County
cluded
in the 1962 price-support
Wheat farmers who divert acreExtra income is realized by dairy- Fair with the sale being the main
Main Street
Fulton
operated for Hard Red Spring and
men who get their heifers in the event on the second night—Wed- age from production of wheat un- Hard Red Winter
classes of wheat
der the 1962 wheat stabilization
milking string early. Better dairy- nesday, August 30.
program may earn payments by (press release USDA 2708-61).
Undesirable
varieties
will not be
putting that land into approved
1962 WHEAT SUPPORT. PAYconservation uses. And the County eligible for thes premiums.
MENT PROVISION DESCRIBED Agricultural
Stabilization
and
The homes of Shakers, who held
FOR FULTON COUNTY
ConservationService Office now
has authority and will be prepar- celibracy as their cardinal tenet,
YOUR VOTE FOR
Wheat growers can qualify for
ed to make a partial payment at were fitted with twin entrance
price-support payments if they
the time of signup, according to doors, side by side. The door on the
stay within their 1962 allotments
Mr. Roy Bard, Chairman, County right was used only by women,
and put the diverted acres to conAgricultural - Stabilization
and and the left-hand door was for the
servation uses, according to Roy
men. Innside the homes were twin
Conservation Committee.
Bard, Chairman of the County
stairways, and while men and
Agricultural
Stabilization
and 'ENOUGH' GRAIN STORAGE
women might dine in the same
Conservation Committee.
URGED FOR FULTON COUNTY room they could not sit at the
Under the 1962 wheat stabilizaWith another bumper corn crop same table.
For Re - Election As
tion program, the national averpredicted for this years—current- VOTE "RIGHT"
NOVEMBER 7
age support price for wheat will
ly estimated at 3.5 billion bushels
be $2.00 per bushel.
for grain production, farmers
Producers who do not have
would do well to examine their We have complete stocks
wheat acreage allotments will not
farm-storage situation, Roy Bard,
be eligible for wheat price supChairman, Fulton County Agriports in 1962. However, under cerculutral Stabilization and Consertain conditions these producers
tor HOME and FARM
vation committee, declared today.
may still qualify for payments for
The corn acreage for grain is
Will Be Appreciated
Machines
diverting acreage from wheat prodown 18 percent from last year's
duction to soil-conserving uses,
BENNET
crop because of a record high
T ELECTRIC
204 MAIN ST.
PHONE 658
Mr. Bard pointed out.
yield per acre.
PHONE
7.01
For example, growers who harFULTON
While corn growers cooperating
vested 15 acres of wheat or less in
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Fulton High Students
Win At Slate Fair

TV REPAIR

LD:
-2293

Wade Television

Dewey Johnson

$6.95 Pr.

PERSONAL LOANS TO

800

H. H. PERCE

Ii

i5c

TY

I9c

Auto - Furniture - Signature

City Police Judge

25 MONTHS TO PAY

Dayton V-Belts

Fulton Loan Co.

•

Get in on the
vv

•
See the Chevrolet Golden Anniversary Show—CBS-TV—Friday,
Nov. 3, 8:30•9:30 p.m. E.S.T.

Itanof

gram

THE CHEVY 11

NEW

GOING GREAT GUNS!

Ecans
with our

rAna minirs Emus
The earlier
you trade
the more

EMUS

:num
you get

Hurry.
... be an Early Trader, and
collect bonus dollars now! Come in and
let us show you how big your
cash bonus can be.
You'll collect your Early Trader's
Bonus on any purchase of new IH
equipment of $500 or more ...from
tractors to twine, from tillage tools to
harvesting equipment.

This one was on the road to success right from the start, a new
kind of solid simplicity blended
with economy and dependability.
Beneath the hood ... a frugal tor satiny 6-cylinder engine (your
choice in most models). Nine
new model.... sedans, wagons,
hardtop and convertible.

If you're looking for sensibility at its Sunday
best—join the celebration at your Chevrolet
dealer's. It's Chevrolet's golden anniversary
year, and this new Chevy II is making it a
year to remember with a new line built especially to sure you money on service and maintenance. Get the full story at your dealer's.

A Newilbrld offlinth
.loin in Chevrolet's 50th Anniversary celebration at your dealer's now—By picking
up a special order form from your dealer,
you can order a "Golden Anniversary
Album" LP recording of favorite American songs from Chevrolet for just $1.
(For your convenience, many dealers will
have the album for sale in their showrooms).

When you buy, you'll earn a shower
of dollars ... you'll collect interest at

the rate of 6% on your trade-in and/or
down payment. And you get your
bonus check at once!

PAUL NAILLIIIG
Implement Company
314 Walnut
Fulton

insomr

Chrry II Nova 400 Sport Coupe—
and there are 8 more models, just
as 7! fly, where this one came from

- Chevy II 300 Three-Seal Station Wagon

Chevy II Nova 400 Convertibl•

See the new Chevy II,'62 Chevrolet and '62 Corvair at your Chevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping Center

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - - BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street

Phones X SO

Fulton

Page 6
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20-Year-Old Boy Shot By Neighbor
After Quarrel Over Coon Hunting

Donald Hawks Killed In Auto
Accident; Ralph Eudy Injured
Donald Bruce Hawks, 22, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus M. Hawks of
South Fulton, was killed in an
automobile accident at Harrisburg, Ill. Tuesday Morning at 4:30.
Injured in the accident was
Ralph Eudy, 20, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Eudy of South Fulton.
Details of the accident have not
been learned here, but according
to the Gaskin Funeral Home director of Harrisburg, who called
Fulton said that only one car was
involved. He told Mr. Hawks,
father of the dead boy, that he belived that the Hawks boy, who
was owner of the wrecked car,
was in the back seat asleep at the
time of the accident.
Hawks suffered internal injuries
and both legs were broken.
Eudy is a patient in a Harrisburg hospital. The extent of his
injuries are not known here.
According to the funeral director, Eudy said that a third boy

was with Hawks and him at the
time of the accident, but didn't
say whom. The funeral director
said that no other person was
found at the wreck scene.
Mr. Hawks, father of Donald,
said that Monday night his son
said that he and his friend were
going to Danville, Ill., and would
rt turn Tuesday evening. Both boys
are single. Hawks, who had been
employed by Ferry-Morse Seed
Company here, was due to leave
for the Army on Wednesday of
this week.
He was graduated from South
Fulton High School in 1959. In
high school he was an outstanding
football player. He attended the
Church of Christ in Fulton.
Besides his parents, he leaves a
brother, Billy Joe Hawks of Fulton; a sister, Mrs. Donnie Underwood of Union City; and grandfather, Robert Merrell of Fulton.
The body was returned to

By Oujda Jewell
leave. He got into the truck opA 20-year-old boy was critical- 1 posite the driver's seat. Young
Marlow also got into the truck, unly injured near Fulton late Friday
der the wheel and kept him from
afternoon when he was shot in the i leaving. Netherland said that Marstomach with a .22 calibre pistol low began to chock him (Netherby a 50-year-old neighbor man. land). Netherland, who is married
Prior to the shooting the two were and has grown children, told the
kidding each other, then arguing deputy sheriff that he told Marlow
over 'coon hunting.
to quit or he would shoot him,
The injured boy is Graddy Lloyd and when he didn't, he react•ed
"Bo" Marlow of near Fulton. He for the piseol which was in the
was first brought to Jones Hos- glove compartment of his truck,
pital and at 6:45 p. m. was rushed and shot the boy.
in a Whitnel ambulance to the
Edd Archer. owner of the liveBaptist Hospital in Memphis. He stock barn, and uncle of Marlow,
underwent surgery Friday night said that he was at the barn when
and is reported to be in fair con- the argument started, but he had
dition.
to leave, but said that there were
his
Billie Netherland, Sr., about 50, others present, including
a plumber and carpenter, of the nephew's grandmother, Mrs. GradHarris Station community, about dy Marlow, T. E. Hackett and
six miles south-west of Fulton, Sterling Powers, and they told an
different story from
surrendered to the Obion County entirely
Sheriff's office at Union City at Netherland's to the Aleriff's office.
5:15 p. m., a few minutes after was at the barn until after the boy
had taken the knife and rod away
the shooting.
The argument and shooting took from Netherland, but wasn't there
when
the shooting occurred. Archplace at 5 p. m. at Archie's Livestock Barn on Highway 45W, ie said that no one was drinking
about five miles southwest of Ful- at the time.
ton, according to Deputy Sheriff
A meeting will be hled tonight porary u ater c,irnnutteemen:
R. E. Woodard. Marlow is em(Thursday) at 7:30 at the Health
Jack Austin, Cayce, Ky. Chairployed by his uncle at the barn. WRECKBuilding in Hickman for the pur- man.
He lives with his grandparents,
(Continued it:0m page one)
pose of securing more information
Elmer Hixison, Fulton,
Mr. and Mrs. Graddy Marlow. Hemphill Motors of San Antonio on the organization of a Water
Arlie Batts, Crutchfield, Ky.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. with one of the checks, forging the District, to furnish rural people
Cecil Barnett, Hickman, Ky.
Marlow, live in Detroit.
check and using the $404 as a of the area with water.
Harold Rice, Hickman, Ky.
Deputy Woodard said that down payment. He is alleged to
Dewey Johnson, Hickman CounHarry A. Barry, Sanitarian of
Netherland said that following the have stolen several thousand dolthe Fulton County Health Depart- ty, Clinton, Ky.
nrentnent, he went to his truck to lars in U. S. checks.
The group decided to hold anment, invited a group of interested
citizens from various sections of other meeting at the Fulton CounFulton County, and surrounding ty Health Department, Hickman,
area, to attend a meeting at the Kentucky, Thursday evening Nov.
Fulton County Department, Hick- 2, at 7:30 P. M. All those interestman, Wednesday afternoon, Oct. ed in establishing a rural water
18, at 1:00 P. M. Purpose of the system, are urEted to attend.
meeting was to listen to Kermit
Mills, Agriculture Engineer from
the University of Kentucky. Lexington, discuss the organization of
rural water districts in this area
Mr. Mills stressed the fact that
The following persons were pat28 water districts are now in the
ients in local hospitals Wednesday
process of being organized, and 7
morning:
districts already have their water
FULTON HOSPITAL
systems in operaton. The purpose
Lewis Burke, Fulton, Route 3,
of an organized water system disMrs. Tom Murphy, Wingo, Route
trict is to give legal status to the
1, Mrs. Lorene Presley, Fulton,
organization.
Route I, J. H. Patterson, Jr., FulHe outlined the following ten ton, Mrs. Tom Winsett,
Tampa,
steps for_establishing a water dis- Fla. Mrs. Annie Pharris,
Clinton.
trict:
Mrs. Johnnie Goodwin, Fulton,
I. Organize a district according Mrs. W. C. Crenshaw,
Union City,
to Chap. 74 KRS.
Route 4, E. 0. Berry, Oakton, Mrs.
2. Make application for a loan James Kimbell,
Wingo, Route 1,
through FHA or other loan Lee EaIces, Hickman, Mrs.
Ralph
agency.
Engle, Paducah, Percy Lee, Ful3. Fill out questionaire provided ton, Stacey
Patterson, Palmersby the loan agency.
ville, Route 2, Paul Bynum, Ful4. Establish eligibility of loan.
ton, Infant Baby Girl Potts, Ful5. Secure an engineer.
ton, Route 1, Mrs. Katie Heath6. Secure an attorney.
cock, Fulton, Mrs. A. G. Stewart,
7. Make contracts with the at- Water
Valley Clarence Bellew,
torney and engineer.
Crutchfield; K. P. Dalton, Jr., Wa8. Have engineer make a pre- ter
Valley; Mrs. Ora Box, Wingo,
liminary estimate of total Route 1;
Mrs. Auzie Phelps, Fulcost of establishing the new ton; Route
1; Mrs. Homer Cruce,
water system. Set up propos- Cayce;
Gladys Worley Fulton;
ed rate and make up the first Raymond
Champion,
Fulton;
year's budget.
Route 4, A. J. Lowe, Fulton and
9 Don't spend money until FHA
Mrs. Mary Sensing, Fulton.
(or other loan agency) notiHILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Gilbert DeMyer Ls a businessman. He's owned his bush:teas for
fies the District that it has
Mrs. Harold Pewitt, Ira Sadler,
qualified for the loan.
many years. He knows the demands made on a business by the
Mrs. Virginia Austin, Mrs. Leroy
10. After eligibility is determinSawyer and Mrs. Rosco Hutchens
public and by taxes. Today's businessman NEEDS RELIEF
ed, hold a mass meeting with all
of Fulton; Mrs. Russell Boaz,
FROM TAXES. HE DOES NOT NEED TO FACE THE POSall people in district invited Gary
Ferguson, Aaron Hawks;
to attend.
SIBILITY OF MORE TAXES TO PAY AND MORE TAXES TO
Carl Wolf all of South Fulton;
Mr. Mills stated that this water Paul Winstead, Fulton
COLLECT FROM EMPLOYEES, TAKE GILBERT DeMYER'S
Route 4;
system provides 40 or more Claud Wiliams, Fulton
Route 5;
ADVICE . .
pounds of pressure at all times.
Leonard Wilmurth, Wingo Route
Mr. Keith 0. Schwab, Sanitary 1; George Ceorthan
and Mrs. ArnEngineer with the State Health old Work both of
Dukedom; Mrs.
Department, Frankfort, was pres- Jimmy Sevin and
baby, Pilot Oak;
ent and pointed out the desirabili- Mrs. M. P.
Henderson, Union City
ty of a sanitary system, which Route 3; Mrs. J.
W. Brundige,
protects the user from disease, as Martin Route 3.
well as is more economical as it
JONES HOSPITAL
would do away with rust in the
George James Ruth James, Mrs.
VOTE FOR
water, and the use of water sofe- Ida Craig, Mr.
Robert Lamb, Mrs.
ener.
Harry Shupe and Mrs. Clyde WilMr. Barry added that one of the liams, and
baby all of Fulton:
big asset§ to having this system, is Sue Steele
Water Valley; Mrs.
the fat that no matter if there is David Spraggs
and baby of Clina power failure, one would still ton; Mrs.
George Griffith and
have -plenty water, as the failure Mrs. Ralph
Spence both of Dreswould not affect the water supply. den, Route
4.
Judge John C. Bondurant appointed the following six tern-

Discuss Organization Of Rural
Water Districts In This Area

WAGE EARNERS..

HOSPITAL NEWS

CAN YOU AFFORD

ANOTHER

PAYROLL DEDUCTION?
YOU'LL HAVE IT ...
"IF" FULTON PASSES

A PAYROLL TAX

PROTECT YOUR PAY CHECK

Whitnel Funeral Home in Fulton.
Services will be held Thursday
at 3:30 p. m. at the Whitnel Funeral Home in Fulton for young
Hawks. Paul Bates, former minister of the Central Church of Christ
at Fulton, will officiate. Burial
will be in Obion County Memorial
Gardens near Fulton.
Rudy, driver of the Hawks car,
is suffering from a serious eye injury and a fractured arm.
The car apparently went out of
control on Highway 145, six miles
south of Harrisburg. The car left
the highway and struck a tree on
the west side of the road. There
were no witnesses, but the wrecked car was discovered by passing
motorists enroute to Zion, Ill.
The car was completely demolished and it took 45 minutes to extract Hawks' body from the wreckage.

WINTER'S
COMING.

BE PREPARED

... Come in Today-Tomorrow Maybe Too Late!

GULF SERVICE STATION
Washing, Greasing and
Small Repair Service
Broadway & Smith St.
South Fulton, Tenn.

TRUCK TO BE HERE
The truck from the Salvation
Army Men's Social Service Center
of Memphis will be in Fulton on
Monday. November 6. For pick up
service call the Chamber of Commerce office 43.

Phone 9146

CLOSEOUT!
ALL REMAINING

GIFTWARE

Girls Team
Wins Over Local
Jaycee Stars
Hazel Walker's Arkansas Travelers won over the Twin-City AllStars Monday night in a thrilling
exhibition basketball game at the
Fulton High gym.
The near capacity crowd enjoyed seeing a show of trickery and
top-notch basketball.
The first game of the night was
won by the Jaycees' Comedy
Stars over the Travelers. Playing
on their fine outstanding team
were Jimmy (Grocery Boy) Gilbert, John R. (Dirty Shirt) Lawson, Hubert (Reddy Kilowatt)
Mullins, Paul (Ready To Wear)
Kasnow, Bill (Fire and Theft)
Fossett, Bill (Fix It) Bennett,
James (Office Supply) Butts, Jimmy (Friendly) Young. Leading
the comedy Stars was the fine
scoring team of "Fix It" Bennett
and "Friendly" Young (Bennett
on Young's shoulders). "Dirty
Shirt" Lawson fouled out Of the
game for pinching.
Referees for the games were
Jim Vowell and Dr. Dan Crocker.
Ralph Puckett was in charge of
the Jaycee sponsored event.

Herb Grissom, Owner

Just in time for Christmas shopping!

SAVE 30% - 50%
r.Hassware -lamps - porcelain-percolatorscookware - plaques- figures- noveltiesluncheon sets. EVERYTHING GOES.
Wonderful Christmas gift Ideas in these
items. Hurry!
ONE COUNTER OF

VALUES TO $395
Large assortment;

$1.00 EACH
Giant Plastic

WASTEBASKETS
ONLY 88c EACH
BATH SIZE TOWELS
were $2.50
$1.19 (LIMIT 2)

KASNOWS
WEEK - END

L & S STORE
(NEXT TO LEADER SPORTING GOODS)

Fulton

Lake Street

SPECIALS

FRIDAY - SATURDAY ONLY.
20 x 40

HOBNAIL BEDSPREADS

BATH TOWELS
3 FOR 97c

$4.50 Values

$2.97

22 x44 and 24 x 46

( Special Groups)

BATH TOWELS
2 FOR 97c

$10.98 & $998 DRESSES $5.97
$6.98 DRESSES
$4.97

(Limit 4 To A Customer)
(special (.roups)

WASH CLOTHS
6 FOR 97c

$5.99 WOOL SKIRTS _ _ $3.97
$4.99 & $3.99 SKIRTS _ _ $297

GILBERT DeMYER

PRINTED BLOUSES

DRIP DRY PRINTS

FOR MAYOR CITY OF FULTON

$1.98 Values

/

,

Our new tested-best water repellent
process renews the repellency and
restores the new feel and finish to your
coats and jackets. Fabrics stay soil
resistant and wrinkle-proof longer.
Get the finest in protection-bring in
your garments today.

41

(59c Yd. Value)

2 Yds. FOR

97c EACH

97c

79c & 98c Yd. Value _ 57c Yd.

ATTEND CONFERENCE

shower proof
°

25c and 29c Values

Several residents of Fulton
County are at Kentucky Dam
Village today (Thursday) attending the Kentucky Rural Health
Conference. The all-day meeting
will get underway at 9 a. m. and
last until 3 p. m. It is being sponsored by various organizations interested in the subject of public
health.
VOTE "YES" NOVEMBER 7

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration

OK-PARISIAN

A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Laundry & Cleaners
-PHONE 130--

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

--la--COUPOTTSPPGAL. COUF'C*1 YALU(

'SPECIAL COUPON VAS

Valuable Coupon! Good Fri. - Sat. (Nov. 3-4 Only)

LADIES STOCKINGS
Either Seamless, or Self-Seam
Style, with this Coupon when
cashing your Payroll Check at
Kasnow's.

iiaja

keikl.A1*

29c pr.
AAAA A

KASNOW'S
Lake Street

Fulton

battle here Thursday night, before
some 2,000 fans.
The winners, after being held
to a scoreless tie by South Fulton
in the initial period, went out
front on a seven-yarditouolidown
sprint by Ladd Stokes midway of
the second stanza to gain a 6-0
lead. Stokes ran the PAT to send
Fulton to the halftime dressing
room with a 7-0 had,

Fulton Tops
South Fulton

IJ

Fulton City scored single touchdowns in the second, thrid and
fourth quarters enroute to a 19-0
shutout victory over arch-rival
South Fulton in their traditional

Late!

Quarterback Terry Beadles, subPage 7
The Fulton News, Thursday, Nov. 2, 196:
bing for the injured regular quer
terback Johnny Covington, passed ette to make it 19-0 as the game19 carries.
20 yards to end Don Burnette in ending horn sounded.
the third canto to account for
Virgil Craven, Butch Sandlinr
Fulton amassed 333 yards rushFulton's second score of the night ing for the night, 263 on the; Ward Bushart, Tommy Powe
to up the score to 13-0.
ground and 70 through the air.. hnii Kenneth Bradley all turne
The Bulldogs then scored their Kenneth Allen, a regular end for Ill fine
defensive games for It
final touchdown of the night on the Bulldogs, Was shifted to full- winners.
the last play of the game when back Thursday -and led the Fulton Yiliton City
Ii 7 6 6-1
Beadles tossed 15 yards to Burn-ground game with 128 yards in
South Fulton ....di 0 0 0—

SHOP AaP FOR YOUR FULL MONEY'S WORTH! CHECK OUR QUALITY, ECONOMY AND DEPENDABILITY...

•r

If you save on just a few of the foods you select—you're not getting you full money's worth! It's what you
save on your total food bill that counts! At AtsP—where there are hundreds of low, low prices every day
—you get real solid savings because you're getting good values right down your shopping list. In addition,
all foods sold at Afar' are dependable-quality. Thus you always save with confidence. Compare—right
down the line—AM'
) gives you your full money's worth every time!

NOMMINIIMINIIMINI
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF
Mrs. Joseph Whitmer
tors-ties—

iese

on

UNICO
PERMANENT

Mrs. Joseph Whitmer has served
with the United Christian Missionary for 17 years as a missionary to Congo and to Jamaica.
Through their years of service in
the Congo, the Whitmers organized
the Congolese pastors and ministers to carry on their work with
out a missionary on the field.
Mrs. Whitmer is a graduate of
Phillips Unviersity, Enid, Oklahoma, and received her bachelor
of Divinity Degree froth Vanderbilt Divinity School, Nashville.
She has also done graduate work
in Cornell University and the
Ecumenical Institute in the World
Council of Churches in Geneva,
Switzerland. The Whitmers are
presently serving as Campus Minister at Murray State.
Mrs. Whitmer will be guest
speaker at the Christian Women's
Fellowship meeting at the First
Christian Church, Fulton, Monday,
November 6, at 6:30 p. m. There
will be a pot luck dinner served
and every one is invited to attend
and hear this speaker.

ANTI - FREEZE

STEAK SALE!

SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS NOT YOUNG IMMATURE BABY BEEF, NOT GRASS FED
RANGE BEEF—SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS FULLY MATURED GRAIN FED BEEF. ONE

Porterhouse

(Anti-rust additive)

$1.75 GAL.
In 6-Gal. Cases
• • •

$1.89 GALLON

Cube
or
T-Bone

.lb.

SHILOIN

99, cuts 89,
Choice

Halibut Steaks

Fine For
Broiling

Lb 49c

Green Beans
Purex Bleach
Coo. les ch c.ch
Oxydol
Blue Cheer 32t
-Duz
970
Dash Detergent
Comet Cleanser 2
Mr. Clean 37c
Lux Soap
2
Spry
3
3wan Liquid
Lifebuoy Soap::2
Palmolive Soap 2
Fab Detergent
Palmolive Soap 4
Zest Soap_
2

151.(2-0z.
Cans

Giant

P I Ilsbury
Oatmealo
i p.

Phone

399

Ends Tonight!

COOL...eit teeatna•re

0
)

"MAN
TRAP"

1 2

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM!
RP

Pkg

Lg.

Giant

Pkg

Pi,g

42y4-0z.

23-0z

Pkg.

Pkg

RAW, ROUGH, RUTHLESS!

Pkg.

In the high-adventure tradition of 111c Guns Of Na‘arone":

FRANK

SPENCER

SINATRA.TRACY
ie the WPM eRt RtL tlLMAA productioe Ageo
IOWA

coup

"Vonore i/
Plegse
Because it is

*Chill Filtered
$150
HALF

PINT

•Ileartness I. filtered out — only
smoother Bourbon softness Is left In
TO PROOF KY. STRAIGHT
DOURRON WHISKEY

Diatriikoestel

14-0z
Cans

15-0z.

28-0,
Bottle

27,

:
)
lo
ft) 1-Lb
( c

43°
89"
694

LU

Boneless

Lb.

Rolled

33t
77c BANANAS
5 For 29c
55c Grapefruit
Apples

Ribe

)1st 5

Lb

7-Inch Cut
1-Lb.

4 2
(P1(9.49)

Lb. 050

7

Pkg

Lb. ,
774
Bag /

A Reol
Value

Lb. 10C

FLORIL). RUBY RED

CRISP FRESH

PORTLAND or McINTOSH

IDAHO BAKING

4 .d. 19c

Bibb Lettuce

10 ita'g 69c

Potatoes

39c As, Peaches
4
29°
31c
Pickles
co Instant Coffee Am....1%0.'1.19
69t
Mixes;:r.7 co. 4Coke
Bens
Oc Peanut Butter
89c
29c Grezn
CAoprrnicWoht,s,
1 . 27c Don Food r°,:tly1.2.3....12
2=
3 $1.59
Coffee
92(
59c Cheese Food 2 L'oba, 69`
63c Potato Chips
69`
31c Apple Pie Reg) 39c Butter
29( Glamour Bread 25` Ice Milk
77c
41c '
moodStores,
..
miitcNium.;iNct
41t
29-0r. 094

A&P Yellow Cling

Cana

Paramount

Jar

.20-0z.

Pkgs. Cr7C

21J-.T.33c

C
l Unt2

Bars

Lb
Can

c
1 al_nb

Iona Whole
Unpeeled

JANE

220:

15-LnOz.

a Gold
Sultanr Kernel

5'
cClock
E
i ,igbht50

A 300, no
ai Cans 77C

CHEDO-BIT AMER. or PIM.

PARKER TWIN PACK

1-Lb.
Boo

Bars

Sunnyfield
1-Lb
Sweet Cream... Ctn.

Ea.

Bars
Giant
47-0z.
Pkg.
Reg.
Bars

Bars

Loaf

Ctn.

Afl

IOC

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., NOV. 4
THE GREAT ATl ANTIC & PACIFIC TEA

COMPANY,

Northern
Tissue

I

4 R..37"

2'27"

22,
'
41'

Green Giant
Peas

''21'
Can

Lux Liquid

Reynolds
Wrap
House

25-Ft.

DETERGENT

31,

1 24:),.
Can

Foil

Niblets Corn
GOLDEN WHOLE KERNEL

2 '' 37'
Cana

INC.

111159

*MIRKA'S DIPINDABUI FOOD

Northern
Napkins

Paco.

Gal

Marvel
All
Flavors

1 -Lb.

Bath

Little Bo Peep I BeadsO'Bleach
Ammonia
I
Bottle

OC

Blade

Super Right
Pore Pork
H t or Mid

Of 80

Quart

lb

Cut

Whole Processed

Bottle

Blue Bonnet
Margarine

Arm
Cut
Lb. 53c

Necks

i

„Imo
3Ul

zip& t

can

114

al.,

Mexicom
Niblets

':„ 19'

By

Bryant ;Distr. Co.
Owensboro,

.•

39c
lb 35c
lb 29c
lb

Sliced or Halves

Pink

SUNDAY

49(

Lb.

25 Oz

Shortening

STARTS

Beef Chuck Roast(
Ceef Rump Roast
Beef Rib Roast (
Sliced Bacon GA'o'od
Pork Sausage

Lb

Size

kart LOME kap MARTON
Um FATTEN Ark MEWL

Backs .lb 15c

6 Bag 49c

Bath

Pr!

lEfkg WINO .V"

1.97
297

Large

With Bleach

Premium

WI

39c

Whole
With
Part Rib
Attached

Whole Legs
Gizzards
Wings

Swiss

Lb. 75e

L'
t '

Detergent

FULTON
COOPERATIVE

Breast

Center Cut or
lionoless

1st 3 Ribs
'-lit. Cut

Butter
i,Scotch
,.oz p k 9

Or Sugar.

SOUTHERN STATES

Members of the religious sect
that flourished more than a hundred years ago in Kentucky,
known as the Shakers, originated
the custom of drying sweet corn
for food, invented the broad
brom and the buzz-saw, and were
the first to sell garden seeds in
packages.

MLLT
.7:1[7, E

39c

Plastic Bottle

Quarts also available

ROUND

25 LB BAG WHITE POTATOES __ 67c

Cut

Case Lots
• • •

Chicken Parts

... lb.

Green

In Less Than

U. S. GOVT. INSPECTED

HIGH QUALITY—NO CONFUSION—ONE PRICE AS ADVERTISED!

11

6.97
197

Yd.

simessewn-

Missionary To
Speak At Local
Christian Church

Ky.

Self-Rising

Sunnyfield Flour

25 LBS.

$1.45

1-Pound Box

Aristocrat Crackers

(Quarts, 45c) Permanent-type

21c

Anti Freeze,Gal.Can $1.55

South Fulton
Honor Roll
Is Announced

end of nine weeks of "boot camp"
and included a full dress parade
and review before high ranking
officials and civilian dignitaries.
Rugs Need Cleaning?
In nine weeks of -istruction, the
"raw recruit" is developed into a
Dry-clean them yourself, like new,
Navy Bluejacket, ready for duty
Army Second Lt. Joseph K.
in r) few minutes. Rent our
lard, son of Mrs. Mabel H. Good- with the fleet.
GLAMORENE
Nine South Fulton High School
win of Water Valley, Rt. 1, recentElectric Rug Brush
Pensacola. Fla-Returning to students have all A's for the first
ly completed the Medical Field
l
(Low daily rental, $2)
Service School's orientation course Pensacola, Fla., Sept. 17, aboard six weeks, according to Principa
Yes! We sell GLAMORENE dry- at Brooke Army Medical Center, the anti-submarine warfare sup- Lester Betty. Those with perfect
cleaner; 1 gallon does up to 4 Ft. Sam Houston, Tex. The 22- port aircraft carrier USS Anti- standings are Glenda Hastings,
9x12 carpet areas; kills moths in- year-old officer is a 1957 graduate etam, upon completion of rescue Janie Taylor, Ronny Winston,
stantly.
of Central School in Clinton and a operations off hurricane-crippled Philip Osborne, seniors; Janet Har1981 graduate of Murray State Galveston, Tex., was Navy Lt. ris, Larry Wade, Lynda Bailey,
rent
also
We
College. He is a member of Scab- Cdr. Daniel M. Baird, son of Mr. juniors; Bonnie Weaks, Jo MarHospital Beds
bard and Blade society.
and Mrs. David H. Baird of Ful- garet Powell, sophomores.
On the Honor Roll with A's and
ton, Ky.
High Chairs
The Antietam, which operates B's are fifty-four students.
Wheel Chairs
Mrs.
Carl E. Arriizton, son of
Seniors: Linda Rogers, Judy
as a training carrier for student
Roll-away beds
Mary L. Arrington of Route 5, pilots, was a unit of Task Force Gatewood, Beverly Parchman,
recruit
d
Fulton, Ky. complete
135, a mercy mission organized by Virginia Alexander, Anita Hyland,
Naval
BENNETT ELECTRIC training, Sept. 23, at the
the Navy to aid victims of Hurri- Kelly Reams, Marolyn Williamson,
Ill.
Lakes,
Great
Training Center,
cane Carla along the Gulf Coasts Barbara Clark, Ken Bowlin, LanPhone 201
Walnut St.
Military ceremonies marked the of Louisiana and Texas.
ny McIntyre.
Juniors: Joan Matthews, Linda
While in the disaster area, the
.••••••••••••••••••
supAntietam transported medical
Thorpe, Carrot Schrader, Lee Canstricken
to
plies, food and water
trell, Joan Fuller, Linda Alexcommunities, sent out helicopter ander, Wanda Batts, Judy Sizzle,
Call Us To Says
search parties and dispatched doc- Joan Bondurant, Jerry Mac Wealcs,
tors and medical technicians to Mike Faulkner, Gsne Hardy, John
Money On Repairs
aid local hospitals and civil de- Burrow, Marty Warren, Harold
fense officials.
Arnold, Russell Bunch, Eddie ElA satisfied customer is our
lis.
best testimonial. That is
Sophomores: Barbara Moss, Lou
Lackland AFB, Tex-Airman
why we give you fast. efficiElla Ray, Sandra Cashion, Janice
Whose
Jr.,
poon
James H. Withers
ent, technical service and
Smith, Sandra Poisgrove, Carolyn
father resides at Water Valley, Colley, Suzy Easterwood, Charlow rates on TV repairs. It
attend
to
selected
Ky., has been
all adds-up to saving you
lotte Clark, Sandra Toon, Anna
the United States Air Force tech- Hardy, Jackie Graves, Suzanne
money!
aircraft
for
course
nical traning
Rogers, P. D. Blaylock, Patrick
and missile maintenance special- Hyland, Steve Schwerdt, ClayTex.
AFB,
ists at Amarillo
Antennas (retailed
burn Peeples.
Airman Witherspoon was selectConnell,
Freshmen: Patricia
the
on
training
d
advance
ed for
Vava Finch, Ed Hicks, Danny
s
aptitude
and
interests
his
of
basis
Thorpe, Marilyn Mills, Betty Maldetermined during basic training. ray, Karen Frields, Brenda Benof
graduate
a
is
airman
The
Phone 307
nett, Jessica Sensing, Bett2 Wolfe,
30E Main Street
Wingo High School in Wingo.
Brenda Wood, Miriam Walker.
,„nomvionswmowrommvoemmiroi
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SERVICE NOTES

SAMPLE BALLOT

ie
DKO$IIC

REPUBLICAN
PARTY

For State Representative

For State Representative

0

For County Judge

For County Judge

John C. Bondurant ......

STARTS NOV. 2
10 OATS ONLY!

ORIGINAL

See Our Ads in LIFE • LOOK • POST • PROGRESSIVE
FARMER • FARM JOURNAL • YOUR SUNDAY
NEWSPAPER. Also on RADIO and TV.

A SHAVE CREAMS
Giant Aerosol

REXALL

ASPIRIN

),
eft

1.00 NAM BRUSHES, hall
-round,
prof. styles. _

2 for 1.01

11 oz. Rog. 911<

Sec GUIX-SVIABS,
sterile cotton-tip
appiicators, 2004.

2for 99c

for .60
ss. COTTON BALLS, Paull. 130's.
-2for .70
He NU FILM, 120, 127, Or 620.
.2for .56
411z TOOTH
Remelt RUBBING
SRURNES. /QOM*
for .50
ALCOHOL 105 ENVELOPES, commercial.
.........._2 for .11
Pint Rev 79
.
1 IN FEVER
ERS, CHM*. •2
for 1.70
EDO PLAYINGTNERMOMET
CARDS, bridge,
Pinochle, poker. -for 1.01
ie
.H115 min Bob,
Finest available.
regular, Wane.. 2for
In plastic bottle
.11
TMAS
CHRIS
AMERICAN BEAUTY

'111111110 Recall Lavender or
nos' Ready Shave, Regular
or Menthol.

Mi-31
ANTISEPTIC
MOUTH WASH

:17.

£101 90t

Kills contacted germs.

PAN OVITE

CARDS

ROSE FRAGRANCE

Muhi-Vitarnins
100s Rs, 52 95

MIST COLOGNE
Reg. $2.50

2far 2.99

All vitamins proved
necessary.
4.e3 PANOVITE
witti Minerals.
100s....__..2 for 4.111

2for 01 es
elCeJ1

RON POWDER
2 oz.
1
5/
Rog.

21w'1.76

II'. Rog 69.

2for 70t
Tall size with
original designs.

GER-RITE
Vitamin I. tree Tonle
______2 for 1.60
12a.. Rao $279
-2for 426
for
2 for .99
For iron deficiency
anemia.
_...2 for 1.313
boxed
2for 5.96 STATI
ONERY
.54
/us lion
for .99
Buy now for gift
2for .60 giving.
Big selection.
.99
for
2
2for 126
cards .11
for .90
11
1
Spuntcx stretch sheers.
2 3.60

(Ascorbic kid),
Lye VITAMIN C mg. 100's. ......
Ressil. 100
(Thiamine
et
413 VITAMIN
000e.
Hydrochloride) 50 mg.
TREATMENT
DANDRUFF
FAST
-..-....---.-.-......
SHAMPOO.
Rex Ray Infra-red.
1.71 HEAT LAMP,
....
Electrex.
5.95 HEAT PAD,SUPPOSITORIES, Revell ,.,
535 GLYCERIN
infant's.--- L for
or
Adult's
125.
APC TABLETS
115 MONACET 100's...-.. .......----___2
for pain.
RUBBING ALCOHOL,
ALCO-REX
59c
...............-......----p int.Cara Nome. 3 oz. _
Sec HAND LOTION,
-.
POWDER, Cara Name.
COMPACT
.15
---.2
tipped
rubber
105 BOBBY PINS,
CRYSTALS,
----------2
Ilk MOTH FUME
Elkays. Pound...
for
2 yr. guar. -.
BOIM.E,
WATER
3.59 NOT

\

sac

1

Rosa

POLYMULSION
19
Pint Reg Si

2(4 1.01

MILK of MAGNESIA

2kr 60c
Plain or new feint flavor.
Mild laxative, antacid.

Not On Our le Sale Plan But
Specially Priced For This Sale
Rea

WRIST WATCHES
:3:93 8.88
Men's or Ladies'.
Christmas

Rox-Roy

TREE LIGHT SET
7 lamps for

ELECTRIC TOASTER

rigs

$1.69
Value

"f7

indoor use.

Reg. $1.75

2F01 1.76
Lavender or Adrienne.

James H. Aniberg ......

0

BUFFERED
ASPIRIN
100. e.g 914

2for 99c

616.93
Value ..IrJ

Fully automatic; chrome bo

Save on the Remit! brand

RO-BALL
DEODORANT
Rog. &Pc

2for 70c
Antiperspirant. 24hour protection.

SPITE SET

;725

89

1 U.56

30,
and receive entry blank with details. Contest closes Nov
•

For Jailer

For Jailer

Raymond Baker Minton ..

El
LI

For Tax Commissioner

For Tax Commissioner

Elmer Murchison

For Coroner

For Coroner

Donald Chaney

El
For Magistrate District I

For Magistrate District I

LI

For Magistrate District 2

El
El
0
3
t
Distric
rate
Magist
For
For Magistrate District 3
0
El
El
4
t
Distric
rate
Magist
For Magistrate District 4 For
El
0
LI

For Magistrate District 2

Hubert, Wilkins

Bert Yarbro, Jr.

Jeff Darnall

For Constable District I

For Constable District I

0
El
2
t
Distric
ble
Consta
For
LI

William W. Hagan

For Constable District 2

Bobby Carlin

0
For Constable District 3

El

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hopina for a formula like this-with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well u the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

Meee=e4

EVANS"THEDRUG STORE
Lake Street

El

Evans Terrett

.29
for.79
MINERAL OIL, RenalI. Pint. _ .49
Vales GIANT PLUSH REAL _2.99

about Super PlatisMinS
REXALL'S MONEY-TREE CONTEST. Ask us1961,
Some

Joe W. Campbell

El
El
_ 0
t
For Constable Distric 4
For Constable District 4
El
LI

4.29

Win $10,000 and a Thunderbird, too, in

24.pmf r.
.1
/

LI

John H. Latta',

he Vales NYLONS, Spuntax
430 OU111.11ANOS, adhesive
bandages. 31s.
215 FACIAL TISSUES.
Revell

4.54
3.50 TWIG SET, Cologne ei
Dusting Powder. 11.93 Valve BUFFET SERVER
FRY pall, Universal.

LI
El

For Sheriff

For Sheriff

For Constable District 3

f 1.26
2oe

Sets halr right, keeps It bright.

73c

Alvie (Dee) Langford ...

HAIR SPRAY

1.51 3-PACK TOOTH PASTE,
Resell.
1.41 Valve BATH SCALE,

For County Court Clerk

For County Court Clerk

Wilburn Allen
Reese AFB, Tex.-Second Lieutenant Vernon R. Owen Jr., whose
parents live at 308 Second St.,
Fulton, Ky., has entered United
States Air Force pilot training at
Reese AFB, Tex.
Lieutenant Owen, a graduate of
Murray State College in Murray,
will fly T-37 and T-33 jets during
the year long flying rtaining
course. He also will receive special
academic and military training
and will be awarded the silver
wings of a pilot upon graduation.
He is a member of the Kappa
Sigma fraternity.
Okinawa-Participating in Exercise "Warm-Up", a joint navalmarine amphibious operation in
the Okinawa area, while serving
aboard the dock landing ship USS
Tortuga, is Ernest C. Worley,
fireman, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Worley of 103 S. Taylor St.,
Fulton, Ky.
The Tortuga, a unit of_tlie Seventh Fleet, is one of the fleet's
components participating- in the
exercise with units of the Okinawa-based Third Marine Division.

i.e."

Helps relieve leg fatigue

2for 3.90
0

DUSTING
POWDER

2 2.80

Children's liquid multi.
vitamins.

suRpRisE Buy°

Renal

0
LI

For County Attorney

For County Attorney

Roper Television

Fort Campbell, Ky. - Army
PFC James W. Duncan, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James P. Duncan, Route
1, Fulton, Ky., recently particpated with other personnel from the
101st Airborne Division's 502d
Infantry in a special STRAC
(Strategic Army Corps) alert at
Fort Campbell, Ky.
As part of its STRAC mission,
the 101st maintains one company
combat readiness,
in constant
capable of immediate airborne deployment to any area of the
world. A second company can be
ready in two hours, and a reinforced battle group can be airborne within six hours following
an elert.
While on alert, the company
must reman in its area with combat gear packed and vehicles
loaded in anticipation of immediate departure.
A member of the infantry's
Company A at the fort, he entered
the Army in October 1958 and
completed basic training at Fort
Knox, Ky.
The 20-year-old soldier's wife,
Brenda, lives in Clarksville, Tenn.

Elill
LI

Hoyt Barnett

RF:XALL STORE"
Phones 95, - 795
Fulion. Ky.

GERIATRIC
Capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

begleaseteWleerredigeassa...
STATE OF KENTUCKY
Set.
COUNTY OF FULTON
1, Kathryn Lannom, Clerk of the County Court of the County aforesaid, do certify
that the above and foregoing is a true and correct copy of the Official Ballot to be
voted at the General Election, Tuesday, November 7th, 1981.
Given under my hand, this the 26th day of October, 1961.
NOTICE TO VOTERS:
Only those candidates for Magistrate and constable for your Magisterial District will
appear on the ballot in your district.

Clerk, Fulton Count, Court

•••

• NEW HOPE NEWS
By Mrs. Elmer Walston
Last Sunday dinner guests in
our home were: Elder James Thetford and fan:illy of Greenfield,
Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Walker and children, Mayfield;
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Work and
children, Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs.
Revel Moody, Dukedom, Tennessee and Mr. and Mrs. Eral Williams of Clinton.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Rushton,
and Mr. Scott were Thursday visitors in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bud Ferguson.
Mrs.
Francis
Cunningham,
Washington D. C. visited her cousin, Mrs. Earl Williams and Mrs.
Williams over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hudson spent
Sunday with his sister Mrs. Jack
Tarver and Mrs. Traver.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
visited Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cavender Sunday afternoon and other
visitors in the Cavender home
were Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Phillips
and Mr. and Mrs.- D. Webb.

Three Fulton Girls Bringing In
Beauty Honors Al Murray State

EAST BEELERTON

Page 9
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Mrs E W. McMorries

CAYCE NEWS
Miss Glenda McMorris spent
Mn,. Liartce Bondurant
The people of Fulton have al- cently selected as Sweetheart of Sunday with Miss Kathey Chipways known that their hometown the Pershing Rifles for the second man.
Mrs. JaMes Dugan of Dyer, Ingirls were some of the lovliest in straight year. She is the daughter
Mrs. Jack Underwood Is a patithe state, but now their beauty of Mr. and Mrs. j. L. Carter, ent in the Clinton Hospital. She diana is visiting her mother Mrs.
iMaye Wall and brother Harold
is gaining attention far and wide. Chan, dark - haired freshman, underwent
surgery
Saturday
Three of these girls—Joan Car- was in the top twenty at the fresh- morning. We are all wishing for Hampton.
Mrs. Ed I.usk visited Mr. and
ter, Jane Peeples and Chan Cov- man cheerleader tryouts held last you a speedy recovery.
bee 1n
Mr. Ardell Harrington is a pati- Mrs. Bill I.usk and son in Hickington—have been bringing in the week. She is the daughter of Mr.
niernms awe
man
last, week.
and Mrs. Jack Covington of Sec- ent in the Baptist Memorial Hosbeauty honors at Murray State.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston left
iOW down payment._,
111"__
'""pital, Room 530M, in Memphis.
ond Street.
Mrs.
Daisie
Bondurant
three
All
girls
and
were
Clarrecently
last Monday morning for Rockand F.rsy Terms
Mr. Harrington had surgery Fri- ice attended a mission study
chosen
as
card
girls
for
the
Sigmabook
Jane,
whose
parents are Clayford, Illinois where they visited
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Chi's 14th annual "Last Resort". burn Peeples, was a candidate for day. We are all wishing you a given by the Union C. P. Church
their children and grandchildren.
speedy recovey.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Also,
.an
and
Jane
have
Miss
been
Murray
State
last year and is
Mrs. Earl Williams accompanied
Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Babb of Upton in Fulton, Kentucky Thursselected as candidates for ROTC a sophomore.
them on their trip.
,Gleason, Tennessee and Mr. and day.
Brigade and Battle Group SponMiss Peeples has also been Mrs.
Mrs. Ruthie Moore of CrutchCarl
Parrish, Max and Larry
sors.
DUTCH MILL MOTEL
s
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Smith, who
elected Sweetheart of the Vets of
field spent several days with her
Martin were Sunday visitors 'of lost their
21.1101•12 RESTAURANT
Joan, a junior at MSC, was re- Club.
home by fire several
daughter, Mrs. Carl Phillips and
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMorris weeks ago
Nlayfield. Ky.
have purchased a home
Mr. Phillips last week.
,,and family.
Goon roo'n sk:HvEn
in Fulton aqd will move to it
The News is pleased to extend
last week, and is a patient in
Congratula
1,R0uNn
tions
THE CLOCK
to Mr. and Mrs. soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Boonie Watkins of
birthday wishes to the following • AUSTIN SPRINGS Jones Clinic, p is her daughter Ralph Allen on the birth of
Where The Ira% tier
a son
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cruce visited
Crutchfield spent Monday with
, Stops E cry Time'
Mrs. Carey Friel& • Mrs. Avis Spence, who is the vic- and to Mr. and Mrs. James Rhodes Mr. and Mrs.
on their birthdays.
Clifton Campbell
Geo. Brand
IMIWIWWWWIE:leaW1 tim of a deep cold. Get-well wish- also on the birth
Owner
of a son.
Sunday afternoon.'
November 2: Mrs. Julius Tucker
Mrs. Gusta Rhodes visited MonMr. and Mrs. Raymond Griffith es are sent to each of them by all
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Johns a.' •
Julia Bard; November 4: Susan
friends around our village. Mrs. day with Mr. and Mrs.
James son Johnnie of Hickman
Bushart, Glenda Coates. Danny have been suffering a deep siege Griffith
is the mother of Raymond Rhodes.
Sunday night dinner guests of MI
McGuire, Barbara Collier; No- of colds, so has Mrs. Nellie Byars Griffitb,
Feed Your Hogs
Miss
Leala
the
207 Commercial
mother
Mrs.
of
Patrick
Griffith.
of Fulton, James Dugan at the home if ii,
Phone 58
vember 5: Robert Stephanson;
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Underwood and miither Mrs.
Mr.
Grover
Down
True
at
home,
M.
the
Vincent,
E.
owner
and
Maye
November 6: Bobby Bennett; LuJAMES HAZELWOOD cretia Reams; November 7: Anne Operator of the _Feed and Grain he and Mrs. True, recently cele- family of Memphis; Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil C.
J. C. Jackson of Crutchfield were Donna ot Milan,
Tent.
Fall, Beverly Collins, Don Brown, Mill in Dukedom, has returned brated their 53 wedding anniverUAL 1CILLEBREW
home from the hospital in Mem- sary with all
their childi-en, Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Jolla Peterson Visit,,
Jack Forrest, Mrs. Tobe- Wright;
grandchildren, and great-grand- J. H. Vaughn.
phis,
after
several
days
treatment.
Mary
Cruce Sunday afterm
November 8: Mrs. George Moore,
—Slip Covers; seat covers
children at home to spend the day.
Mr. and Mrs. A. 13. °veil,.
Mrs. C. D. Lovelace Mrs. Gusts He si improved and many of his
—Upholstering (all kinds:
With Your Home
friends
It
enjoyable
an
was
will
affair
be
all
for
glad
his
hear
of
to
Sunday
guests of Mr.. an,i
Hastings Louis Sensing Mrs. Jenmodern and antique
family.
the
improveme
Crown Grain
nt.
John
"E.
Cruet.
and Larry.
nie Brundige.
—Draperies
Mike Stayton of Murray C
This area suffered a killing
The harvest of -soybeans •con—Awnings, tarpaulins
spent the weekend with hi,.
frost the night of the 26th, dam- tinues and many farmers hiive
VOTE "YES" NOVEMBER 7
ents. Mr...yind Mrs. Johnnie
aging all the late gardens around finished that task, and are now
here. The prolonged dry spell cut picking corn and cotton. The yield
the yield extensively, and up un- isn't as•good as in former years,
til the frost and plenty of ice that dim to extreme dry weather.
night, all houselvives report plenDeep sympathy is extended to
Personnel Commissioner Wilt,r
ty of .tresh vee. tables on their the family of Mr. Marshall Gris- H.
C;attis has reported that Kentable.
som who passed away at Jones tucky's Stlite hospitals
are in "des.
Rev. James aolt filled his regu- Clinic the past week. Funeral ser- perate need" of laboratory
techWALKER DELUXE
lar appointment at New Salem vices were held at S. Fulton Bap- nicians. There are
CURRENT DIVIDED RATE
vacancies in
tist
Church
Friday
Church
Sunday
at
the
past
M.
2
at
P.
*Tot four, not five, not
with practically all of the State
11
mental
A. M. and the evening service held Rev. L. W. Carlin and Rev. Hulon and tuberculosis hospitals,
seven, but 8 YEARS
he said.
at the usual hour. Rev. Holt and Allen officiating. Burial was at the
OLD. Straight Bourbon
C;attis pointed out the career
the church has secured the School Acree Cemetery nearby this vill- opportunities under
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
the State's
of Missions to be held the entire age.
Proof.
new merit system, the excellent
week. This was -tire I sometime
Mrs. Inez Vincent of Pilot Oak, starting salaries and opportunity
ago, and the .urch is fortunate Kentucky spent last week here for advancement.
to have mis:.!ona:..
co.ne our with her sister, Mrs. Grover True
He said the positions must be
way.
and the two matrons did some rug filled with persons who have a
Begining Sunday, October 29th making. Mrs. True's house is cov- thorough knowledge . of modern
..... $1.70
eirit
a School of Missions will ,be con- ered with these crocheted rag laboratory methods and proced,nt
$3.40
Money Received by the
ducted at New Salem Baptist rugs, and are beautiful master- ures and theories of serology, bacFifth
$5.40
Church, with a different speaker pieces of their work. She already teriology, parasitology and of the
10th
general theories of immunology.
each night at 7 P. M. according to has a collection.
Bears Interest
the announcement made by the
Technician
s who are interested
Mr. and Mi s. Sam Mathis and
From the
pastor, Rev. James Holt. The pub- daughters, Sammie Jane, Elizabeth should contact the Division of ReHiram Walker & Sons, Inc.
lic is most cordially invited.
cruitment
and
1st
and Becky ami Miss Margaret Byexaminations of the
Peoria, TWriols
News reached us that Mrs. num spent Sunday afternoon in Kentucky Department of PersonGeorge Griffith was stricken with Dresden as gousis of Mr. and Mrs. nel, Frankfort.
influnza at her home in Latham Eric Cunningham on-Locust St.
On election day, Aug. 6, 1855,
the Know Nothing Party precipitated a riot in Louisville. A mob
SAVINGS Mk) LOAN ASSOCIATION
with a cannon brawled its way
fighting and burning through the
OF FULTON
streets. Several lives were lost
and many houses were burned.
214 Main Street
Fulton, Ky.
The day is knewn as "Bloody
Monday."

Happy Birthday.

S. P. MOORE 81 CO.

BROWDER'S

SUPPLEMENT

Laboratory
Technicians
Are Needed

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

Browder Milling Co.

OPEN A SAYINGS ACCOUNT

FIRST FEDERAL

Announcing the opening of the

SAMPLE BALLOT

MYERS VETERINARY CLINIC

CITY OF FULTON

Wednesday, October 1, 1961

41.11

For Mayor

"Are you in favor of the City of
Fulton. Kentucky, acquiring an
electric plant by the exercise of
the power of eminent domain and
the issuance of revenue bonds in
an amount sufficient to pay the
entire damages and costs of such
acquisition:'"

Gilbert L. DeMyer
Nelson A. Trion

General Practice of Veterinary Medicine

For City Judge
P. A. Laine

Large and small animals

LI

YES

11. H. Perce

Highway 51, North

Edge of City Limits

Robert S. McCain

Fulton, Kentucky

Dr. Carlton H. Myers

For Commissioner
(Vote for Four)

Bill Rice

Telephone 1613
Frank E. Welch
0. L. Winstead

Open House Sunday,November 5
3: p.m. to 5: p.m
The public is cordially invited to attend

J. Ward Johnson
Clarence Moline ..
L. M McBride

ri

ElE10111EIDE1

NO

STATE OF KENTUCKY
Set.
COUNTY OF FULTON
1, Kathryn Lannom, Clerk of the
County Court of the County aforesaid, do certify
that the above and foregoing is a
true and correct copy of the Official Ballot
to be
voted at the Fulton City Election,
Tuesday, November 7th, 1961.
Given under my hand, this the 26th
day of October, 1961.

Clerk, Fulton County Court
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DEATHS
Mrs. Turner
Mrs. Daisy G. Turner of Fulton,
Route 2, died at her home at 8:15
p. m. Monday, after a long illness.
She was 59.
Mrs. Turner was born in Weakley County, Tenn., July 14, 1902,
daughter of James and Martha
Weakley
Garrigus Peoples of
County.
She was a member of the Palmersville Church of Christ.
Mrs. Turner leaves her husband,
William J. Turner; two sons, Wiliam T. Turner of Chicago and
Jerry Dean Turner, who lived at
home; three daughters, Mrs. Billie
Stephenson of Palmersville, Miss
Ruby Mae Turner, who lived at
home, and Mrs. Loyd Stallings of
Dresden; a sister, Mrs. Barney
Puckett of Palmersville; two bro• hers, John Henry Peoples of May'ield and Willie Peoples of Lynnville; and nine grandchildren.
Services were held at 2 p. m.
Wednesday at the Jackson Brohers Funeral Home of Dukedom.
Bro. Cayce Pentecost of Dresden
Ifficiated. Burial was in the Palmersville Cemetery.
IS AGGRESSIVE
Jim Lowe of South Fulton..playng tackle on 'the U-T freshman
earn this fall, has been termed by
is Freshman coach Dale Haupt
is "very aggressive and a hard
vorker." Lowe played on the
South Fulton team last year.
VOTE "YES" NOVEMBER 7

GET
HEATING
AS YOU
WANT IT!
with a set-up
for cooling
at no extra cost!
17"-Yes! A Lennox warm air heating
system puts you well on the way
toward central air conditioning.
Attach-on Lennox cooling units
use the same blower and ducts
as your automatic Lennox heating system. Start living this
winter with a Lennox. Enjoy air
that's always the perfect ternperature, humidified, cleaned.
freshened, gently and quietly
circulated; evenly distributed.

L

LENNOX
WARM AIR
HEATING
* Gas, oil or coal
* Up-fl or Down-flo—la
Aire-Flo or Perima-flo
heating
* Units for all locations
Come in or phone for it
FREE heating survey!

SMALLMAN Tin Shop.
Olive St Fulton

Phone 502

Mrs. Armstrong

CLOTHES DRIVE

Paul Lahie,Candidate For City Judge,
Promises To Be Fair At All Times

Many pounds of clothes were
Mrs. Elsie Armstrong of near
collected Sunday by the Jaycees
Latham, Tenn., died at her home
and Boys a.'outs for the local
Friday at 2 p. m after a long illClothes Bank.
Mrs. Jennie Glover, 79, died at ness. She was 69.
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Armstrong was born in
Raymond Glover, near Lynnville Weakley County, Tenn., Jan. 18,
at 9:35 P. M., October 30, after 1898, daughter of James RichardPaul Pete" Laine of Eddings Street, a retired Illi- in 1924 and have lived here since. Accurate
a long illness.
Mr. Laine was employed by the
son and Mattie Ross Wheeler, alsct,
WORKMANSHIP
I
nois
Central employee, is seeking the office of City I. C. for over 32 years, working as
She was born in Graves County, of Weakley County.
At Low Cost
Kentucky, July 16, 1882, the dauShe leaves her husband, Way- Judge for the City of Fulton,, subject to the General a machinist helper.
He was married on September
ghter of Albert and Lindie War- man Armstrong; a son, Jason Election on November 7.
Watches, Clocks and Time
16, 1919 to Miss Bessie Burke. Pieces of All Hinds Accuren Reeves, also of Graves Coun- Armstrong of Dresden, Route 4;
H.
H.
other
candidate
seeking
this
post
is
The
only
They
have
one
son, Paul Laine, rately Ropalred at Low Cost
ty. Her husband, Will Glover, pre- two grandchildren, Mrs. A. B.
Jr., who is employed as an elecceeded her in death in 1942.
Cheatham of Union City and Nelda Perce of Fourth Street, who is running for re-election.
by—
trical
engineer
by
Union Carbide
Survivors include two sons, by a Armstrong, who lived at home; a
Mr. LaMe said in an interview if I am elected City Judge," Mr. Chemical Company in Charleston,
ANDREWS
former marriage, J. B. Dublin of brother, Harcourt Wheeler of with The News Tuesday morning Lame said.
West Virginia. He is married and
Vidot, Texas; James Dublin of Martin; and a sister, Mrs. Bonnie that he would like to take this
Jewelry
Company
Mr. Laine is a nice, gentle- has three little girls.
Lynnville; one daughter, Mrs. Thomas of Dresden, Route 4.
means of solicitating the vote of speaking man—a gentleman of the
She was a member of New Hope
Mr.
Leine
is
a
Raymond Glover, Lynnville; fourmember
of
the
everyone, as he would not be able old school.
step-sons, Otis, Woodrow and Al- Missionary Baptist Church near to contact all the citizens of FulThe City Judge candidate was Central Church of Christ in Fulbert Dublin, of Detroit, Michigan; Latham, where services were held ton before the election.
Feed Your Hogs
born in Wilson County, Tenn., son ton.
Dock Dublin, Mayfield; one step- Saturday at 2 p. m. The Rev. Ar"The only promise I'm making, of John R. and Mary Leine. He
For recreation he likes hunting
ther
Wilkinson of Palmersville ofdaughter, Mrs. Coy Harrison of
is that I will always try to be fair, and his family moved to Fulton and fishing occasionally.
Fulton, Route 5; one sister, Mrs. ficiated. Burial was in the church
cemetery,
under
direction of JackHattie Alderdice of Mayfield.
break-ins within the past year ton.
son Brothers Funeral Home of FRANK WELCH—
She was a member of the Lynnshould make us realize the need
I run for the office of CommisDukedom.
(Continued from page one)
A Completely Balanced
ville Church of Christ where the
raise taxes. We must keep spend- for stronger leadership in the Po- sioner completely independent of Ration For Fast, Efficifuneral was held November 1 at
lice
Department.
Remember,
for
a
any
other
candidate
for
office,
or
within
our
present
tax
reveing
2 P. M. Bro. Jack London of
better Fulton we must have strict group in the City. If elected, I ent Gain
nues.
Hickman officiated, assisted by
law enforcement.
will serve all segments of the
I believe all surplus funds in the
Bro. Dennis Rogers of Murray and
Hal V. Allen, former Fulton resiI believe all contracts for City community impartially to the best
Bro. Roy Woodard of Union City. dent and a brother of the late Gas, Water (and Electric, if voted
of my ability.
Fulton, KY.
Burial was in Seay Cemetery near Thomas L. Allen of Fulton, died in in) Departments should be de- improvements should be on a fair
posited in an account and allowed bid basis with firm prices, thus
Lynnville.
Memphis Monday.
Frank Welch
allowing
the
individual
property
Services were held at 1 p. m. to draw interest. The Finance
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
City owner to know in advance the exin Dukedom was in charge of ar- Tuesday at the National Funeral Committee of the present
Council has not seen fit to do this. act amount he will be obligated to
Home in Memphis.
rangements.
pay. Through this procedure we
Thomas and Jack Allen of Ful- With about $44,000.00-deposited in
ton are nephews of the deceased. non-interest bearing accounts at will eliminate any situations arisAt the time of his death he was the present time, and you were to ing, similar to the recent improvements in Highlands.
superintendent of the Yellow Cab allow three percent, the City is
I believe in low cost power.
losing $1,320.00 per year.
Company
in
Memphis
and
a
retirMarshall Stephens Grissom, 69,
Since I have strong feelings on
ed captain in the Traffic DepartFour
years
ago,
the
voters
of
retired sawmill operator, died
ment of the Memphis Police De- Fulton overwhelmingly voted for the improvement of Fulton I naWednesday night at 10:45 at Jones
partment.
the City Manager form of Gov- turally can see the advantage of
Hospital after a long illness.
ernment. I support the voters in Fulton having low cost power to
He was born in Weakley County
their choice, but unlike other attract new industries into Putson of the late Bob and Emily Local Woman Reelected
candidates for Commissioner, I
Lockridge Grissom. He was emfeel trft person filling the position
Fraternal Officer
ployed by Pierce-Cequin for 23
of City Manager must be fully
years prior to his retirement.
Mrs. Jewell McClain of South qualified and trained in such
He was a member of the South Fulton has returned from Nash- things as business administration,
Fulton Baptist Church, where ser- ville where she attended the purchasing, supervision, law and
vices were held at 2 p. m. Friday. Tennessee Fraternal
Congress. engineering. I also fele this posiThe Rev. L. W. Carlin of Paducah Mrs. McClain was reelected secre- tion must be filled by a man not
and the Rev. Hulon Allen officiat- tary-treasurer for the fifth con- presently a citizen of Fulton,
ed. Burial was in Acree Cemetery, secutive term.
someone completely removed from
.,--,*- a...
under direction of Whitnel Fun(.,71---1-From Nashville she went to obligations to any one group in the
'I
eral Home.
Chattanooga, where she attended community. Let us remember,
LIQUOR
'a
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Belle the East Tennessee District Con- running the City is like running
AND MIXER
#,
Idella Cox Grissom; five sons, vention of the Supreme Forest any large business. Every business
ALL IN ONE
Murrell Grissom of Lansing, Mich., Woodmen Circle.
needs competent managership and
L. S., Heron, Lubin and Harold
BOTTLE!
the City of Fulton is no exception.
Grissom, all of Fulton;,two broth'":'i OPEN...
POUR...
$121 NEEDED
I feel there is a need for strongENJOY... JENKINs
ers, Robert H. and James W. GrisPulton's Boy Scout campaign is er leadership in the Police DeSal
som of Fulton; two half-brothers, nearing its goal of $2,000 and it is partment. All traffic laws should
Herbert Grissom of Fulton and hoped that the remaining $121.48 be strongly enforced. This includes
Raymond Grissom of Detroit; a will be contributed this week. speed limits, traffic signs and unsister, Mrs. J. B. Raffety of South Mail your contribution to Bertes licensed juvenile drivers, driving
a PIM, VIM Ma arOlATIal, la., 1114MIlala. eII.
Fulton; two half-sisters, Mrs. Pigue, City National Bank.
along. The number of unsolved
James Grice of Lewisburg, Ky.,
and Mrs. Andy Rocco of California; and 15 grandchildren.

Mrs. Glover

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration

Hal V. Allen

Browder Milling Co.

M. S. Grissom

All you need is a bottle opener!

ENJOY A WHISKEY SOUR
any time...any place!

JENKINS

W C. Bizzelle
William Clyde Bizzele of near
Beelerton died suddenly at 1 a. m.
Monday. He was 66.
Mr. Bizzelle, a retired farmer and
employee of Sears-Roebuck Company of Memphis, moved. to the
Beelerton Community from Union
City about two weeks ago.
He was born in Lauderdale
County, Tenn., Feb. 4, 1895. son of
Aaron and Sara Brown Bizzelle.
He was a member of the Seventh
Day Adventist Church.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Maggie Lee Hill Bizzelle; a son. William F. Bizzelle of Harris Station,
Tenn.; a daughter, Mrs. Carrie
Dale Wycoff of St. Louis: two sisters, Miss Winnie Lee Bizzelle of
Henning, Tenn. ,and Mrs. Evie
McGarity of Memphis; a brother,
Roy Bizzelle of Memphis; and two
grandchildren, William Jerry Bizzelle of Harris Station and Mrs.
Joyce Ann Pafford of Union City.
Services were held Tuesday at
2 p. m. at the Hornbeak Funeral
Home chapel. Elder Jack Darnell
of Dyersburg officiated. Burial
was in Stanley Chapel Cemetery
in Obion County.

LIQUOR DRtNKS

SAVE! SAVE!
witinb fpoot
ON A NEW

NO-FROST REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
Banishes defrosting ... troublesome frost never
builds-up even in huge "zero-degree" freezer!
'

•
Definetly NOT a 1961 Close Out
* All New 1962 Models

NOT:
$449.95
NOT:
$389.95
BUT ONLY

$29991
..

SWIFT'S GOLDEN

SUPPLEMENT BLOCK

*TRUE NO-FROST AT A LOW COST
PROTEIN
MINERAL
VITAMINS

* GIANT 101 LB NO FROST FREEZER

IN A

SELF-FEED
BLOCK

• SUPER STORAGE DOOR

• 101 LB. FREEZER

• BUILT IN BUTTER KEEPER

• SIDE MOUNTED CUBE TRAYS• FULL WIDTH CRISPER

ACIatc MilSons
East State Line

• 12 CUBIC FT. SIZE

Phone 202

• DUAL CONTROLS

• EGG RACKS

• GLIDE OUT SHELF

• MILLION MAGNET DOOR
GASKET

NOTE: This Refrigerator Would Not Interest the lady who loves
the Mess & Drudgery of Defrosting—this is a NO FROST MODEL

* EVEN BIGGER SAVINGS
ON 14 FT. SIZE
Better HURRY. This Is A Limited Offer At

MERRYMAN APPLIANCES
215 Main St.

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 126

were
ycees
local

SPECIAL BULLETIN:
wee

On Tuesday November 7th Residents of Fulton Will Go To The Polls To Vote
'Foe or 'Against' Acquiring The Electric Distribution System of Fulton From
The Kentucky Utilities Company

SAU

For A Municipally - Owned Electric System For Fulton

For Lower Power Rates In Fulton

For Additional Revenue for City Government
For Better Street Lighting

For Equality With Other Area Towns
(Prepared and paid for by Fulton Citizens For Progress)
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CLASSIFIED ADS

When Its

Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW

WANTED TO BUY: We buy walnuts and hickory nuts. Fields &
Cooley, Highway 94 West, Hick- 109 Walnut
man, Ky.

Flbone 61

Perm Loans
Conventionai 'mans
FHA Loans

BOOKCASE bedroom suite $79.95
at Wade's Used Furniture Store
Trade with Wade and save; 217
—The very best selection of real
Main Street, phone 478.
estate for sale at all times I
TV Antennas: quick and efficient
installation service; all types
Merryman and Fry Appliances,
FREE PARKING!
phone 126, Fulton.
NICE BREAKFAST table and
chairs, $32.50 at Wade's Used
Furniture Store. Trade with Wade
and Save. 217 Main Street, phone
478.

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

ANTEN 1,1
:
we install —
trade--repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phure 307 Roper Television
REFRIGERATORS like new from
$94.95 at Wade's Used Furniture
Store. "Trade with Wade and
Save". 217 Main Street, phone
478.
FOR BENI. Flom sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Ca
DINING TABLE, six chairs and
buffet $42.50 at Wade's Used Furniture Store. Trade with Wade
and Save; 217 Main Street, phone
478.

RUSSELL BOAZ
Painting and paperhanging
contractors
— — —
Benj,Moore Paints
Wallpaper

4.AYTAG WAstlERS. ,tanoaru
and automatic models, 5139.96
and up. Sales and service
Bennett Electric, enone 201
71/ REPAIR: alImal:c., and models
:killed personnel, prompt service,
actory-trained
technicians for
.lack-and-white and color. "Ser'ice is our business". Merryman
,nd Fry Appliances, 215 Main
;treet, phone 126.

WE

RENT - - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
'hone 103
Fulton. Ky.

Phone 1610
McDowell St., S. Fulton
Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT
With Your Home
Grown Grain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.
FLOWERS

For The

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE

CITY OF FULTON VOTERS

A f(
and V
the cit
Cities

ra
Sr.
the
h in

AN ANSWER TO

s'
us
n
j
e
ci
e
m
baerb.°

fromthe
Repc;
re

WHY NELSON TRIPP WAS RELIEVED
OF HIS DUTIES AS MAYOR
In May of 1960 a called meeting of the Fulton City
Council was held in the Fulton City HalL with Councilmen J.0.Lewis presiding as Mayor pro tem. The meeting was called to take action in the matter of Mayor
Nelson Tripp, who was called before the Council to
answer charges that Mr. Tripp, while serving as Mayor
used certain City of Fulton charge accounts to buy
items for his personal use. At the meeting Mr. Tripp
was confronted with evidence that:
—Over a period of several months Mr. Tripp was
buying gasoline and having his personal car serviced
at the expense of the City of Fulton. The purchases
made were for Mr. Tripp's personal use and were done
so without any legal authority.
—Two laborers performing duties at the home of Mr.
Tripp were sent to the City Clerk's office to receive
their pay. The City Clerk paid the two laborers for a
week's work. The next week the same laborers appeared at the City Clerk's office for the balance of their
pay and when asked where they had been working admitted that they had been working at Mr. Tripp's home.
They were not City employees, but persons hired by
Mr. Tripp for personal work.
—Items of lumber purchased at a local lumber yard
were delivered to Mr. Tripp's home. The invoice was
made out to the Fulton City Park and this invoice was
okayed by Mr. Tripp for payment by the City. The
items purchased were materials for fencing at the Tripp
home.
—A local lumber supplier appeared at the City
Clerk's office to receive payment for fence posts delivered to the Tripp home. The supplier, although in-

structed to go to the City Hall for payment, was advised by the Clerk that, the materials were for the personal use of Mr. Tripp and were not intended for the
City.
—A supplier of dirt appeared at the City Clerk's office for payment for several loads of dirt, part of which
had been delivered to the Tripp home and part of
which were delivered to the Fulton City Park. All of
the dirt was billed to the Fulton City Park.
—At this meeting Mr. Tripp admitted to his wrongdoing and agreed to refund the City for his unauthorized purchases. He was subsequently advised by the
Council that in view of his apparent attempt to defraud
the city he should voluntarily resign the office to which
he was elected. Mr. Tripp refused to resign in spite of
the serious consequences facing him. He agreed to the
alternate choice made by the Council that he be stripped of all responsibilities in the police and fire departments and moreover, that he relinquish any authority
to make any further purchases in the name of the City
of Fulton.
—Nelson Tripp's refusal to resign as Mayor, in effect, left the City of Fulton without a titular head and
placed in possible jeopardy many of the financial
transactions entered into by the municipality.
—Mr.Tripp's refusal to resign and the circumstances
under which he chose to serve placed the City of Fulton
in suspicious circumstances in State and National industrial circles and Fulton for a time was removed
from any consideration by industrialists seeking new
locations in the Fulton area.

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

BEST

TO

a
tphlgauicrfeit'
Stre€

ton,
wto G
Si
a brigi

boos
We
ed:

11111.1.

IWW"

SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
Daily Schedule
DC-3 service from Union City
Phone (UC) TUrner 5-9121 To
demphis: Lv 515 p. m. To Nasti:lite
Lv 10:25 a. m.

AN OPEN LETTER

A

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-.I
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

TROUBLE?
W-e can't keep you out of it,
but with on 2 of our LowCost, three
payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!
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da
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Are These Facts Of Public Record ?
THE ANSWER IS "YES"
May 11, 1960 and June 18, 1960 Nelson Tripp refunded to the City of Fulton a total of $604.76 in payment
for purchases he made for his personal automobile. The
sum also included payment for the laborers who were
employed at the Tripp home, but who were instructed
to go to the City for their salary. Other items delivered
to the Tripp home and okayed by Mr. Tripp for payment, by the City of Fulton, were assumed by Mr.

Tripp.
Nelson Tripp's refund to the City of Fulton for his
personal purchases charged to the City are a matter of
public record and any tax payer or interested citizen
may look into these entries on Pages 170, 28, 29 and 18.
The invoices referred to here and others, are on file in
the office of the Fulton City Clerk.

Wick Smith Agency
Furniture Company

24 hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

COME ONE! COME ALL! JAYCEE

TURKEY SHOOT
SUNDAY
NOV 5
Also Nov. 12 and 19

Fulton Kitty
League Park
WIN a $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE redeemable at the
Leader Sporting Good Store!

DE'MYERS HAMS TO BE GIVEN AWAY!

SPONSORED BY THE FULTON JAYCEES
(Proceeds for Charity program)

WHY WASN'T NELSON TRIPP
REMOVED FROM OFFICE?
The office of the Mayor of Fulton is an elective
position. Removal of an official from an elective office
can be attained only by impeachment. Such action
would have brought about an undue amount of unfavorable publicity for the City of Fulton. Since Nelson
Tripp implored of the Council that he be permitted to
serve out his term, all six Councilmen agreed that a
"lame duck" Mayor would have been the lesser evil
than the notoriety Fulton would have received as a result of the impeachment proceedings.
Some of Nelson Tripp's closest friends attempted
to advise him not to seek re-election as Mayor in order
to forestall any public review of Tripp's attempts to defraud the City. Mr. Tripp vehemently refused their
advice.

This OPEN LETTER TO THE CITIZENS OF
FULTON is no attempt to vilify Nelson Tripp or to
minimize his record of service in other fields of endeavor. To reveal the facts above is a serious and
Christian attempt to create an awareness of the great
need for honesty in government. To re-elect Nelson
Tripp as Mayor is -to glorify and to sanction indiscretions in public office, no matter how large or how
small. To re-elect a public official, guilty of indiscretion, is to give the YOUTH of TODAY AN OPPORTUNITY TO SAY TOMORROW ... OUR FOREFATHERS DESTROYED THE INTEGRITY AND
THE HONOR AND THE TRUST OF PUBLIC OFFICE.

THIS MESSAGE BOUGHT AND PAID FOR
BY
FULTON CITIZENS CONCERNED WITH MAINTAINING THE HONESTY AND INTEGRITY OF
GOVERNMENT.
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